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How to stay in shape
without getting your wallet

out of shape.
We've shaped up a plan that lets yo., m x busir ess with pleasure.
The program is simple: YOJ buy S'ilvania rme viig tubes, you get

merchandise award points. When you Lave enot..gh points. you just pick
out what you want from the catalog that Sylvania': distrit utors will to
glad to give you. (Ask him for the '.Take Stock with GTE Sylvania" book.)

To keep you in shape, there are things like golf or fishi- g equipment
and shoptools. And if whittling is your spot there's ever a <nife for that.

If you'd rather keep your wife n good sl- ape there are pa ;es of kitchen
aid household equiprrent that wil maI ter workload a to: lighter.

Or if rou are interested in really liv ng the gooc life. t-ere is every-
thing froin clothing to cameras.

And then there are the Sylvania co or television sets They take a lot
of points but they deliver a lot of pictu.e.

Buyin; Sylvania receiving tubes can keep rour
business in good shape.

And i= you buy enough Sylvaria tubes, you cal
keep the whole family n shape.

But, we have to warn you, yoLr wallet V% ill get a lot
fatter.

Sylvar is Electronic Components, 130 First Ave-
nue, Wal-ham, Mass. 02154.

Cirj SYLVAN IA
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RCA SALES
Color -TV Chassis
CTC54 Series
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51V 3900 SG 07

41

21

61

RED I
8138 1400v

31

1000
.%Pn4R139,,,,
ip1000 SO09

RAC '''' ACOV 12

111
'000 SG. .^

#13,
-, - 4000 9

3900 50 01
1280

TO 81198
y

m,
FOCUS I

VOL TAGE , .

I

3-58 1 , __
(SEE
NOTE 71 -

BAN BRNI

TO T103
GRN RIO

(SEE NOTE 71 1504 z

OR CONTINUED  - RADIATION AND
IMPLOSION PROTECTION REPLACE
PICTURE TUBE WITH SAME TYPE
OR RCA APPROVED TYPE ONLY

TORE
T GROUNO

,LR CONNECT
TO DEGAUSSING
SHIELD ONLY

70 '1104 ORM
(SEE NOTE 71

TRANSISTOR BASINGS

WHITE
DOT

MAK
02
MAL

01,03
0302

C B E

MAL
Vog04

MAE,0

RO8
,50K

v 1pl

25VABR2 2

PICTURE TUBE

TO SON - Oi
OUTPUT 1/0 -%OLT)
265.08 MIN

801iGHTNE SS

0103 Ji02

30 60 90 120 150 0 60 90 120

c So Elo 110 140 2o So 89 110

10 40 70 100 130 IC, 40 70100

P103 P102

AUXILIARY CONTROL

PANEL PLUG AND SOCKET
BASING DIAGRAM

COPYRIGHT 1972 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER 1 EAST FIRST STREET. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802



RCA SALES CORP.
Color -TV Chassis
CTC54 Series

Auxilliary Control Panel

VOL
R4201

BRIGHT

ACM ADJ
R4III

R4117
COLOR
R4203

TINT
R4204

R4I19
R4I21

R4101

1=1:C
AFT

S4211

1=C
VERT
R4206

2

u

HORIZ
R4205

R4115

VOL DELTA S4201

CR4101

ACCU-COLOR
S4212

R4I16

COLOR DELTA
4 111-1

S4203
R4I22

R4I18
TINT DELTA 54201

R4120
R4IO2

SHARP R4209

CONTRAST
R4207

C4I03
TONE
R4208

TUNER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

- - -1 -

(17.0

Qp-
1

TO
P1300 -SS
ION)

( SEE NOTE 7)

-r

C310I

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION RCA PART NO.

C103-3 section electrolytic 133446
C103A-600 f, 100v 133446
C1038-100 u f . 250v 133446
C103C-100uf, 250v 133446
C105-3 section electrolytic 133449
C105A-750 f 50v 133449
C1058-500uf,40v 133449

RT1-thermistor-temp comp
IC1 -circuit-integrated
RI -control, ACC adj
R7 -color killer
ICI -circuit -integrated
R15 -variable, horiz freq
RTI-thermistor-50K cold
T1-xformer-horiz osc

132503 T299 -xformer-input 130120
132314 R412 -control, hi voltage adj 133355
132170 T402-xformer-regulator 132622
132170 T403-xformer-flyback 135363
132315 64201 -volume 134344
132170 R4202 -bright 135067
116109 R4203 -color 134344
126729 R4204 -sine 134344
132313 R4205-horiz 133261
130130 R4206-vert 133252
132135 64207 -contrast 133252
130751 64208 -tone 133261
130121 R4209 -sharp 134937

C105C-50001, 40v 133449 IC1 -circuit-integrated pin IF
F101 -fuse 120785 IC2-circuit-integrated AFT
R116 -control focus includes R119, R118, R117 129925 T5-4.5MHz trap
SCIM101-quadrupler-hi-voltage 130026 IC299-circuit-integrated
T103-xformer-power 133443 L299 -coil -discriminator

PW400 DEFLECTION CIRCUIT

SS

MAG 1A

VERTICAL

82(10

C4'

476

8423 Y- /V
22K

- NV

55V C -P
vERT RATE

02
3561

PRE -DRIVER

RII
(006

Y/

C7;
47

03
3561

DRIVER

S

CR2

CR3

CIO

20V

TO 116300-L
HUH (SEE NOTE 71

CR4
65V

820
36 cli e

+
101,1
75V

10

AL

6421 560

514V

32/V

5/Wv

/06V
4701,1

C416- 75V
J6403 I

55v p -p
VERT RATE

I ----
5V

0102 I

624-1,
VERT 1

0101

623-11

vEALI
TO 77V
SOURCE

VERT. HOLD

64206 J6P103-8
C4I01

3900
506

3V p -p
VERT RATE

4605 6604
47K 3

C605 26

1000 7
R606

R6013A

SOK42 VERT HT

PART OF PW600I

29

469 o -P

467 RATE

3(

TERM 8
5601

SERV SW
1381

28V p -o

HORIZ RATE

TO 0103
GROUND

F.. 3T115PHASE R5 
SPLiT YEN" 12%

, RI C

--.4 r---4.4,,--9-4 I

2700
R2

44V 1800 1000

i
R3 

12700

R4
* S 0039

510-
03

3565

MAH 1A `Aw-'°"

HORIZ. ----.

OSC.
624 33K

TO 30V
SOURCE

20VAC
S104

D E_<(
60 ,

SUPPLY
INTERLOCK

12

R6 * CSv gal 
2700 0039

CR2

CR

C2 cp

C9

2I

68 *
006

R? *
1006

C6

Nev..
5600

12

J 330p6

L3
L

612

616 RIO, 3900 C4
476

Ri I
1000

C? 6 T

3900

056

619 * 201 50V

226 ICIO 10068 . C14 - 22 c"
33V

TO P6300,4
SEE NOTE 71

TO
11103-2

(SEE NOTES)

TO
P1I03-4

CB/01

:
F101

5 6 It
I

J
CIRCUIT

LiCH BREAKER

FR1101

11,02
3IEG

RIOT

311E6 C101

/00

R13 *
4700

C13
56

R14 le

666

CR5

HORIZ BLOCKINGTI02
3625

S

3

100

R2I
ISO

^is
556.0°

3

L.../ R2:6
HORIZ.- FRED.

C8 -
01131

'a

RTI

1

TO '-'6V
L..Pw400-U114 JI

OHP

SOK

RI?
620

66,1103-7/\0104 36111 -2
TR1AC SWITCH

CP*101

L

To TO
J4605-13 J4605-12

( SEE NOTE 6/

WHT/

24 V AC

WHT/IILU

VARTIBLK

I HIGH

1

3102
HI -LO

LINE
SWITCH

BLK

IBLK/RED

6 1wHT/IIL
J RED/GRN

P11011

(SEE NOTE 9)

R4205

T 03 RED

T104

HORI Z.
HOLD

TEL/RED

RED/WHY
BLUE

TEL/8 K

BRN

NW

ICIS 330V VP
1500 HORIZ RATE

Cl2

8.91
1/0612. RATE

12 5V p.g.

a
IS -4311

INPUT REACTOR L401
740 C404 am

le

2r 4
TO (4J)

P6400- U

FB402

R403
330

470.4-11/

I6R40
NA.

C407

6406 S 10

SCRIO2

LC4020033
,K V

R402

i.20
SW

F1140.

r-

L 101,1_5, CONY
-IRE TRACE)

066

L10/3
56RA

O M

TRACE

0H14

APeA03-,0
C4 /02

01 PARis:- OF PW600--/
cRi 2'

TO
PV/600-A

wHT P)
TEL

TERLN/1.6.7 TO
X101-$4

SRN

RED/B-U

OR_ TO
x101-1

ORR

TO RII
(SEE NOTE A/

6103 *

DEGAuS
COIL

DIST

[30V]
27 1 C10513 SOURCE

a T 5000

i
1_40V

SOUND

[2691
SOURCE

,C55100095.1: IT7 C54010007

TO J106-3
194)

CR6

Ito

R3 41

4700
C

.022

CR7

9

CRO

MAB 3A
IIF4CR2

CI
CR

CR3

L POWER SUPPLY
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AB

E

T405
TOP 8 BOTTOM

PIN -1....,§1
4.(11

8r'i9 6 3

L403
PIN

PHASE

T401 C

SIDE PIN

2

R415
*

C413.

222:
,50"y

5

IC414

0
176

I
062
200v

R419 *

120

2

R417
ION

3

PIN AMP
ADJ.

.1C,11,5*
R42011"

620

v7

780-
C7 I

CS

0109

B
.1106

-.022

8422
180

11416
220

CR406i TO
PVI400-U

1 L402 (14J1

I HORIZ (FACTORY SET
I LIN DO NOT ADJ)

AI

28V 0-0

HORIZ RATE

L]313 71

TO PW 4000
160V 114J)

6428 6429
686 82

CR40

.77

(1)CR401
C405

390T

0402
3536

OSC DISABLE *
11426 44V

IIK 
R423
3000

TP-2

77 TP-I
0--045V

CR405
6 Iv

C4I714'70F
4 :4627

T 3000

,R40.

0

12V VP
RORIE RATE

0401
3567-2

45V oil
HORIZ RATE

REGULATOR
T402

45/v 2

CR404

S.
R409, 1

SW470 SW .--
9 * C4091

6413 I 51.1 ,-
6412

____.4
110 (1700

w`
16/ 8

NV
ADJ C4IO

OCR403
R411

/
, 5.1 *4I6407**

560 16

8410 C4013

11

TO
PR/400-U

1140

C4

R401
1000

O

C401

I 10 00

H.V.

TRANS._
I T403

121 0

B!

1

7, 4:1
IIS

L 1
3' . I

I

41
I

RCA
106
2W

CR407

C416 I

yU

TO i6Ch
SOURCE

N

)/

D.

R619I

620
44

.1C103A6000

d W. TO i*
100v

IJ605-77-. I SEE NOTE 8)

R105 *

180 1W

CiO3B

.1100,1

1000
230V 2505

DRIVE

225V
SOURCE

HORIZONTAL
DEFLECTION

VERTICAL
DEFLECTION

T., 7751
SOURCE

C412
01

C 115KV
411

15°;(

TO
P9600-0
(3P I SEE NOTE 7)

TO PW300-C4
(311

(SEE NOTE 7)

DC

1516E6

;FOCUS

L --

RI22

2

R117

5MEG

 19 8

TO PK/600-R
POWER SUPPLY
GROUND (16F1

(K TO PAO 300 HY
ISM/

( SEE NOTE 7)

2 85 p -p

SEPT RATE

555 0.
VERT RATE

6
VERT RATE

1

LIPS

IIS

P107 6

TO
OUT PICTURE TUBE

ULTOR ANODE
26 SKV9" )SEE NOTE 71

275 MEG

1000 2W
D 111 WIRE

I 0) WOUND
= 211V

TRANSISTOR BASINGS
WRITE

DOT

MAN
01.03

WHITE
DOT

MAP
02

NAG
01.02

kiAG
03

561E6

TO 8101-9
FOCUS VOLTAGE 3-31W

(SEE NOTE 71

10 PR/ 300- El
(3111

(SEE NOTE 7)

PLAST C
SIDE SHOWN

B CE
0401

2805 vp
H3812 RATE

5 4

),

AccumATic
LAMP 05 4101

PART OF
54212
'OFF"

7

ACCuMAT,C
SWITCH

 ON'

PER.1 -
102-7

1

1 Li07

L

C11813

0

LI04
-rn1

I

DEFLECTION
YOKE

623

RCA SALES CORP.
Color -TV Chassis
CTC54 Series

NOTES
I RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS, P1000.

2 CAPACITANCE VALUES 10 AND ABOVE ARE IN 6I. LESS
10 ARE IN yl, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

3 * INDICATES 5% TOLERANCE

4 * * INDICATES 2% TOLERANCE

THAN

S VOLTAGES ARE MEASURED TO CHASSIS GROUND WITH A

-vOLTOHNITST" (NO SIGNAL APPLIED) NO SHOULD HOLD WITHIN
220% AT RATED SUPPLY VOLTAGE VOLTAGES SHOWN HAVE A

POSITIVE POTENTIAL UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

6 WAVEFORMS TAKEN WITH COLOR BAR (00T -BAR GENERATOR/
SIGNAL APPLIED AT 100% MODULATION

7 SEE SIGNAL CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

8 SEE MOTORIZED SWITCH SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

9 SEE CTP 20A REMOTE AMPLIFIER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

70

.F1601 R802

.20 10

TOP R/G BOT R/G
VERT VERT

CR606

CR1110

C803

680
CR803

C602

680

CR8020

0810
680

8603
30
TOP R/G

HORIZ
C813

08111
600

9
8610

619
33

R804
30

B OT R/G
HORIZ

8616
220

CR801
2

C801

3

680

C809

00CR809
1680

CR007

() 600
14820C81433

660

2

CR011
100

8612
100

CONVERGENCE
YOKE

. R805 8806
90 90
TOP BLUE ROT BLUE',

HORIZ HORIZ

L601 pT BLUE
C c804.7-.. HORIZ

114114

270
11110

062IR

CR805

Al

-`677.2

1.605
BLUE

EI

C;11;14 1;2842.

AC

L803:

RT R/G
VERT. 8809

60
LFT.
R/G
VERT

PW800
CONVERGENCE

11807
120
LFT BLUE

H ORIZ

BLUIYEL , EILU/OLK
4

1_

)cReoe

8 84;
s.

1804
RT R/G

:Cell

, Reoe LFT R/G
'60 HORIZ
:3W

C812
Holm P816 4 IS

RE115

100
IV/

47
IOU

-
PART OF PW 600

P618
15

CR601 2W

TO T103
TEL / WHT

115E)

C 610

l000r, IISV

R617
15
271

TO

J 4605-2
( SEE NOTE 8 /

I- L807
RE D
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1441

L ibbrt
fa,

Ns b b

ELECTRONIC L-7 /1W,L7=TECHNIC1AN/DEALER

OCTOBER  1972
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

6063 141

-

1

T"

L -1

ZENITH
Color -TV Chassis
12B14C50

r-

:1
"

11ANKi-

oraimmrle

O 1 GV  
60 Mt

545

0 1 OV  14 0711 14Mt

416,

r'-42

$$$$$ .1444.4 44 tale, Otto

1 IV P
40144

O2110501 P

V
W224 ALIT
OSC.

11

if CABLE
JACK TO
vm F
TUNER

**I ..0.0.4111446.4.411444

/  
GO Mg

EiliMENE
0 *VP. 0 /0V  0 21v  Po 0 )0 v  0 420V  0 201/ 0 160V PP

NW 40W15 P5 4Mt IS n 104: 1575 ions 15 75 1112 15 15 FN.

MEE
0 ZSOV PP 0 230v  0 19V  0 6op

IS 75 .Ms IS 75 F's IS 75 Flat IS IS 10Is

0 NV 0 NW Po 

MEE
60 Mt 0.4

I45V P ®15 75 KM,

MEM
60v PP
60 Mt

PP
wont

1360V PP
SO N.

aah

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO

. 22-5360

12249-750K vertical hold control
8633.-88220082

63-7009C239A-out electrolytic cap 475v
R250 --2K vertical I

inndeeanr I:yr.:$:0:

control

638205C2396 80u I electrolytic cap 475v

R8R222655337-1011

vertical centering control 2W

C239C-30uf electrolytic cap 475v
6633184765488

8257-500n colorcolor level control

C259A-30p1 electrolytic cap 475v
C259B-10pf electrolytic cap 475v .

22-5513

i 6633.68843385

R258 -250K color killer control

663187627161C259C-80p1 electrolytic cap 475vcontrol 2W
R203- 10K brightness range control

RR 228662 _. Hi 0V0dni voi ,de, ; centeringres

i sr

63-7210

R205 thermistor
R209- 5K brightness control ............. 638201
R216-8011 brightness limiter control

RR2261323- v1.5164.9efocduespecor,ndternotl resistor

R274-3M high voltage adjust control
63-8214

66336849506°

R243- voltage dependent resistor . .......... 8663518588837°2277
63-8203

R244-4 5K AGC level control

R284 750K buzz control

R246 -voltage dependent resistor S63-830868867. 63 5314

R285 -1M tone control
R289 thermistor
L202-4 5MHz trap coil

NOTE ALL 1515T005 ift F 099t1111. ARE
iv NATT L4(115 01.1111.51 SaCiriED

C102

114
./See2511  /See :Sir

4 5Pf S/67
;24

7
 25Pr

CAW
DO

1 +1 OP %MI6 660 A

TO VW TUNER
Cool T AM.. L.1

1?/

PCOo

120. SOCA

0208
121-499
I.F.-4 G.C.
SRO

or,

Res

0101
121-500,121-501
OR 121-505
1ST IF

I

TOTool 5.
AT absO

2ND F

COIL
050 1,055

&s.

01104
24*

414,44144

TSL'

F ASSEIABL COAT NO 150-164

V

0102
121-502, 121-506
OR 121-470
2ND I. F.

310

o
1.17

SY SY

T;'0,

0103 tl121-521
O
121R -522 11;
3RD I.F.

Roof
520
SS

L207 3 58MHz trap cod 20.1838
L210 sound take -off coil S77414
L219 horiz osc cod 556877
L226 color frequency adjust cod S-83168
L229 -quad cod S 80480
T201 vertical output xformer 95 2730
T203 -deflection yoke 95 2887
T204-horiz sweep xformer S 86950
T206 -audio output xformer 95.2797
T207 -power xformer 95.2847
A201 -integrator unit 87.4
F201-1.20 belEuse 13663
F205 -.35a bel-f use 13675
F208 -.5a fuse (pigtail) 136.83
1C701 -integrated circuit unit 221 46

C03 Lii0

27.44

cii, IECNO.

2;.7. S% SY

ETM
PRI

C.10

iS c.
0015 1rlOP3

1,0*

'11;

TH 1 F

SEC

V2014
1/2 61(78
SOUND SYNC

1110,0

& &GC can
AMP. -0-

Pit PP

naor
S

'ear I

-0

`00
- IJOY Sol

011

re

30

15!)1011

5S

1

V202 A
1/2 68411
SYNC. A.G.C.

C232
2202/f

12'

5

600V
1626o

5n

0225

PRI

31100

2106

*242

373
405-

00.

2 2

P:171" A 6C
ZSOV

LEvEL

Sr
'VT JO

0224

POPE

701I

SAVO,
15 75 Km/

IINIMMEWARIE0 V  INV  00V 4 PP 0 55V PP 0 01 lv PP / as
o;7.:' ,/, 0 In

15 75 604/ s 3 58 MN:

0 0 P, 0 ,t 0

0 JavP1 g, 12VPP 0 I2vPoo
vp, 15 IS Rill 60 No

53 4V P 
60 Mt

170V  P 015 75
1200  C) INN PP
15 75 KN. 1676 KIP/

NOT USED NOT USED

O g

06 r OF alas

NOT USED

250v

V2054
1/3 ISUI0
HORIZ.
CONTROL

C/27
042

V2056
1/3 6U10
HORIZ. OSC.

0212

C2.
IISPP

0011112
101.0

P1250I Ma 553

HORIZ.
%3 0

02.0 H60LRB6iz.

V206

DISCH. eee. HF.
1

OUTPUT

-- 41 '4' a.

4.,145
orPOPI

oar

'0;

0212

O.1111

C 552

?DO
SS

211.2
3100

CCM 0212

00. S501/2

C2115 '" ..0
O .iv

1i
006 xso

cy Mr
Fall

T004;,...,-... 4E4
TO won AT , ,.,5102115 ".

,o3
P205,

CV
2

RIOS 4-9 1

310 ca..? .0
405( S

1

- c-.6---- D
.264ye 3900. se

870v
R247

62

 Pol

V2028
1/2 68A11
VERT OSC.

11*

0

7204

Ira

SOO

5 PEG
9% C295

-"--11
.201.

E:)4141
24,

TO TUNER

tor

251110 ITO CRT 0115I

V207
30J3,30213\ or

3DC 3
H.V. RECT.

REGO.00
POCV

269 S/I.

10 /MI5 Of CI!

:S"00r
5 166
5%

0

11710
0

10299

6214t
L=EO
100

101112 CENTEIMN6

211Th4'1 mort TO
1,111St

err I eiOTH

V208
6.105 or 6Z4V54 *SEE

VOLT. REG.
BELOW

9009 1c
504 06

7/111VADJ.CRG0 "We  
15..-12445%

tr.-91 
MOK *101E

.1.0011

L222
.004

r" V209
jinn 6DN3 or 6CJ3

DAMPER *SEE
NOTE
BELOW

470
59

01(0

ORM

0209 0206
6015 0/ 6C3 6.105or

610511521./1

12.150  C

0211
GEO

0205
SLIM

0204
6)06

3206 /CV _

630  C

* CAUTION
u96 THE 6205

REGULATOR WIT, TOE
60N3 CAMPER OR USE
THE 6105A WITH net
6C.13 ALTERNATES
MUST ALWAYS BE IN
PAIRS
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  e ...MARL! SEE ..... CTK/NS SERviCE .0.014

sort ir /001 vOLTDE SORE THAN 5Kv 1,p,, SNORT scoots TErnaiisom5At
 MOO( 00.2110E .51011 THOR 19Kr LOS, S.6302 O0111t0.1,66.5 4121

 C SOCKET  SIRING SOR SPACE COMMAND SETS

yLTRAMTiC DRivEr-

SOCKET

L PLIAS 5,9* CONTROL <HAMS

It NOTE
CONTROL
 6155



24V

A

H

I

L209
I 2?

C0102 '3

27,1

L 201

24

0210
121-447
NOISE AMP.

C2,I1 991q
GO

9 -
220

5%

4202

000

24V

1120
1100.

0201
121-745
1ST VIDEO

NOT( 00 007 T( 06.4  v.010 OuTINT I 97009

0205
240 121-743,121-776 0206 0207

OR 121-777 121-743,121-776 i2I-743,121-776

0204

trot
IO

240

70i SO

C204

moofx

11.1

10.1i
-,C50" .1205

5v
0.20?

.20TLf ,t

C

;?otti

22 R 03
nr .0.---

2011
11201 C213 .00

PEAxiNG5 F-.12
0203 ""° 1500.
121-744
2ND VIDEO

0209
121-745 Z;,"

201 BRIGHT. LIM
5

nos Ln.s 0 :10
r- 2.1,r

10
C22

%,

;05*. 250

RED VIDEO OUTPUT OR 121-777
4.17: G.i:;::.,

ie....
0202

287
BLUE VIDEO OUTPUT GRN VIDEO OUTPUT

02.

OR

121-77770. .0.7n.
ql. ii 550, 1 TK.

. , m 5.41.6.11045S
p

1112

.
SS 2e

I OM ;I:',." "°',,,,
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors are
charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our 5 con-
veniently located service centers.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TSC

292C TAYLOR BLVD., Louisville, Kentucky 40208

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN
INC. for this purpose.

Al shafts have a maximum length of
12" which can be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series
450mA or 600mA.

Customized tuners are available at a
cost of only $15.95.

Send in your criginal tuner for com-
parison purposes to:

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY - SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

Backed by the largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
HEADQUARTERS . . . .537 SOUTH WALNUT ST. Bloomington, Indiana 47401
INDIANA 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
NEW JERSEY 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey 07307

lOn U.S. Hiohway 1 & 91
GEORGIA 938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia 30310
KENTUCKY
FLORIDA 150E CYPRESS ST., Tampa, Fla. 33606
VIRGINIA 453E PRINCESS ANN ROAD, Norfolk, Virginia 23502
CALIFORNIA SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION

106E4 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

WATCH US GROW
... for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card

OCTOBER 1972, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/ DEALER

TEL: 812-332-7251
TEL: 317-632-3493
TEL: 201-792-3730

TEL: 404-758-2232
TEL: 502-634-3334
TEL: 813-253-0324
TEL: 703-855-2518

TEL: 213-769-2720
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r Our tests show

The Jerrold Super VU -Finder Is The

Best In The Industry!
 MORE GAIN AND FLATTER RESPONSE

FOR UNSURPASSED COLOR RECEPTION

 EXCEPTIONALLY RUGGED AND EASY TO INSTALL

 ELECTRICALLY GROUNDED TO REDUCE SHOCK HAZARD
AND MAKE DOWNLEAD CONTINUITY TESTS EASY

41111161110

FREE! A PAIR OF
HANDSOME NFL COFFEE MUGS

Just fill out the coupon and mail it to us with
the instruction sheet from a Jerrold VU -931S,

VU -932S, VU -933S, VU -934S, VU -935S,
VU -936S or VU -937 antenna. We will send
you two NFL coffee mugs F R EE!.

FOR EVALUATING THE NEW
JERROLD SUPER VU -FINDER.

T YOUR
NAL OPINION.

JIRROLD

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. Box A. 401 Walnut St., Phila., Pa. 19105/(215) 925-9870

Please send me a free pair of NFL coffee mugs. Enclosed is an instruction sheet
from the following Super VU -Finder antenra. (model)

1 Before trying the Super VU -Finder. I was using the following antenna:
(make) (model)

2 In my opinior the Super VU -Finder is:  BETTER  WORSE
because

3 Comments

NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

COUPON MUST BE POSTMARKED BEFORE DEC. 31, 197.2
LIMIT ONE SET TO A CUSTOMER

for more Ietails circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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These solid state color systems are the most
serviceable we've ever built. Because independent

servicers helped us design them.
Independent servicers
awarded us these
serviceability
ratings. Proof that
foresight pays. The
foresight of the
television service
industry in devel-
oping specific
serviceability
guidelines and
urging TV manu-
facturers to use
them. The foresight
of General Electric
in working side by
side with indepen-
dent servicers to

JAcreate 100% solid
state sets that are 19" diagonal

easy to service.

GE's new solid

screen size

93.9%
state sets are designed
for maximum
accessibility. With
extensive use of
visual aids. And
plug-in modules
and components.
Example: 95%
of the total com-
ponents in GE's
new solid state
modular color
console models can
be removed for ser-
vicing without using a solder-
ing iron. Solid state Porta Color" II
models open like a book for ease of

MA5 " diagonal
screen size

In many states, TV ser-
f)/vicers use direct phone

9'1.6 70 lines to regional parts
centers. We provide

specialized training. Our Tele-
vision Service News

IL) JI provides advance<S information ser-
vicers need to

more easily ser-
vice GE mono-

chrome and
color models.

The service
industry has pro-

vided foresight and
direction. General Electric has

responded. With solid state products
to sell and service with confidence. To achieve

our mutual goal of customer satisfaction.
If you want to

service.

Impressed ? That's only half the story. To improve
local parts availability we are expanding parts
distribution through independent parts distributors.

We build every television as if we were going to use it ourselves.

know more about GE service, call
collect or write

"Dutch" Meyer,
Television Re-

ceiver Products
Department,
Portsmouth,

Virginia 23705.
Phone (703)

484-3521.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CUSTOMER
CARE...

SERVICE
EVERYWHERE

\.)

OUR NO 1 GOAL:
TO MAKE

GENERAL ELECTRIC
YOUR BEST BUY
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EDITORIAL

Why a CET Program?

It has become
increasingly ap-
parent that every-
one that feels they
understand the
CET program is
either strongly in
favor of it or
strongly opposed
to it. This was
noticed at the
Joint Convention
held last August in New Orleans.

There I noted that some of the state
associations aligned with NEA were
either going all out in support of the
program or trying to smother it in red
tape. And the situation was the same for
the NATESA membership with its "Plan
to Create Confidence" (a plan which we
also intend to promote in future issues
of our publication). Some of its members
are also CET's and promoters of that
program, while others oppose it as a
duplication of effort or for other reasons
that we will discuss.

Those opposing the CET Program
indicate that the CET Exam is far from
perfect, and that some people capable of
passing the CET Exam might not be good
technicians. The person may be a CET,
but is he or she even able to properly
solder an electrical connection? A
person may be unable to pass the CET
Exam even though he or she has been

successful in servicing consumer
electronic products for the past 15
years. Advertising by those that have
passed the CET Exam in effect degrades
the public image of other professionals
that have not taken the exam.

Then there are those that say that too
many people that pass the CET Exam
expect an immediate raise, yet they are
no better a technician today than they
were two days ago. Wages are too
burdensome now without the CET
Program making the problem even worse.
These people also feel that the CET
Program sets up ideal conditions for
unionization. Why it even uses such
terms as "Journeyman" Technician-
pure union phraseology. (This by the
way is also a term used in apprenticeship
programs developed long before any of
our unions.)

I would be a fool if I claimed that
these are not all just causes for concern.

I must also admit that the evening that
I was publicly challenged into taking
the exam-tired and with no preparation
specifically for that purpose (the iicident
is described in more detail on page 26
of our June 1972 issue) -1 was at that
moment personally afraid of the CET
Exam. I would have been subject to a lot
of teasing and ridicule had I failed to
pass the exam. and there were those
there that would have made a point of
asking me immediately upon completing
the exam. (I have learned indirectly that
there are currently other editors and
freelance writers facing this same
dilemma. Their future reputation
requires that they take the exam, Out
they also have a reputation to lose
should they fail to pass it. I know

firsthand just how they feel, and hope
that unlike me they will have an
opportunity to secretly take the exam.)

Whenever you start something rew
which requires testing, there is always
the problem of those well entrenched in
our industry mo-for a while at least-
are left outside the group that has
passed the test. Although we should not
take lightly the prospect of others
suffering from such a handicap, neither
should such circumstances prevent us
from actively promoting a testing
program and those that have
successfully completed it. This month's
cover photo shows the truck of one shop
owner in Toledo, Ohio who has actively
promoted his ability to pass such an
examination. And Couch's (featured in
last month's issue) not only promotes the
fact that Charles Couch, Jr., has passed
the exam, it refuses to hire anyone that
does not care enough about his
profession to actively work to pass the
exam within a reasonable period of time.

The CET Exam is certainly not perfect,
neither is the CET Program or ISCET.
But ISCET, now just slightly over
two -years old, already has an impressive
membership. A society this young must
be subject to a few imperfections and
some growing pains. At least it has gone
one step forward in upgrading our
profession by separating the unskilled
amateurs from the professionals. No
other organization in our field has so
attempted to grade the skills of the
electronic technician. Those writirg the
CET Exam are open to suggestions and

will consider your comments as they
continue to revise the examination.

It is interesting to note the results
of some studies that have been made
concerring the CET Exam. Statistics have
been gathered which show that the
electronic technician with several years
of practical experience is more apt to pass
the exam than an electrical engineer
fresh out of college. This speaks well for
the mary practical applications included
in this exam.

It is also interesting to note that
represeitatives of some state
associations reviewing two CET Exams
found oie version much too theoretical
while considering the other version
fairly practical-despite the fact that the
same questions were used in both
versions. Only the sequence of questions
had been changed to reduce any chance
of cheating from neighboring test papers.

My feelings concerning unions are
fairly well expressed on page 25 of the
June 1972 issue in my editorial, "A
Bunch of Snobs." If electronic
technic ans do unionize, it will be
because of service dealers that fail to
respect their employees, and not
because of ISCET or any other
association. Although-generally
speaking -1 am opposed to any
unionization of electronic technicians, in
some parts of the country the service
dealer has asked for it. Should these
employees unionize, it will not be with
the help of ISCET. These employees know
who their fellow electronic technicians
are, they aren't dumb, they don't need
ISCET to prepare a mailing list for them.

ISCET is a professional society
dedicated to upgrading the electronic
service industry through the development
of greater professionalism, more
effective work skills. Any change in
ISCET's charter is subject to the
approval of NEA-an association in
which roost members are service dealers.
The Executive Vice President of NEA
plays an active role in the activities of
ISCET, attending its board meetings. Any
state group associated with ISCET is
subject to the approval of the state
group associated with NEA-and such
authority includes the screening of new
members.

Well, then, why should an electronic
continued on page 65
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NEW
From

CT -1
Will allow you to Dynamically
test all types of capacitors.

The Model CT -1 features a built-in electronic
power supply providing BOTH AC and DC
Test Voltages in a special circuit with high-
ly sensitive NEON type leakage indicator.
The CT -1 permits quick, accurate testing of
condensers for leakage or shorts with actual
DC voltage applied and readily indicates in-
termittent OPEN condensers with AC ap-
plied. Self-regulating power supply circuit
provides tapered forming current to suit par-
ticular requirements of capacitor under test.
Special circuit re-forms and polarizes elec-
trolytic and tantalytic capacitors under test.
High sensitivity permits determination of
condenser dielectric breakdown before leak-
age causes major shut -down.

Only $16.95 postpaid
Capacitance Range: .00025 -1000 mfd.
Sensitivity: Over 200 MEGOHMS

To Troubleshoot

FAST & EASY
use: Serviset

Model EC
PATENTED

5$349Postpa,d

A precision engineered professional quality
electronic test instrument. Ideal for field or
bench servicing of all types of Communica-
tions gear.
CHECKS: sync, sweep, video, audio circuits,
high voltage supplies (DC, RF or Pulse), low
voltage supplies, coils, capacitors, resistors,
tubes, transistors, diodes, transformers,
speakers, etc. Will locate trouble to a partic-
ular stage, determine defective component
and can actually be clamped in circuit to re-
store circuit operation temporarily in 80%
of component or tube defects. Ideal for locat-
ing and confirming intermittents.

SPECI FICATIONS:

RF S AF Signal Tracer, RF & AF Signal Injec-
tor, AC & DC Voltage Indicator 0/60/550/
20,000 DC Polarity Indicator 60/550/20,000
volts, Lo ohms 0-5. Hi ohms 0-5006-20 meg-
ohms. Tests Condensers, .00025-12 mfd., Tests
Resistors 2 ohms -20 megohms, 2 Capacitance
Sub ranges .01-.1 & 4-40 mfd., 3 Resistance
Sub ranges 50-500 ohms, 5k -25k, 100k-1 meg.

30 -Day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee,
90 -Day Parts Warranty. ORDER TODAY.

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS., INC.
St Evans Street

Coffee) Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

LETTERS

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

Electronic Technicians Make Good
This letter is in response to a letter

that you printed in the August 1972
issue.

My partner and I, as of 15 months
ago, were each poor under -paid tech-
nicians. We spent our time working
for the "Big Bad Boss." Then we took
your advice and went in business for
ourselves. You're right, it hasn't all
been a bed of roses. But, I wouldn't
take anything in the world for my
position.

My partner and I found out that
the only thing it takes to go into busi-
ness on your own is sheer guts and a
goal to reach for. Starting out with one
set of hand tools, no money, and a lot
of guts, we've built a well equipped and
well stocked TV shop that is well re-
spected. So add this success story to
your list of those of poor under -paid
technicians.

Even though I am a shop owner
now, I will never stop fighting for bet-
ter working relations for the poor
under -paid technician.

So, "Mr. Big Bad Boss," it only
stands to reason that if your techni-
cian is happy and content with his job,
he'll make more money for you
and cut your technician turnover
to a bare minimum. Quit look-
ing at your technicians as hired
hands and look at them as you would
an investment. Try to understand his
problems, talk to him like a human
being. Then see if he doesn't make
you a better employee.

In closing, to you technicians, learn
to realize when you've got a good thing
going and when you don't have a good
thing. Don't say, "There isn't anything
I can do about my job." Remember, if
you as a technician don't look after
yourself, and your work, who will?

GENE HENDERSON
TOM SAWYER T.V.

Fort Worth, Texas

Attends First Convention
Meeting you at the Joint New Or-

leans Convention was a great pleasure
for me. I read your magazine faithful-
ly each month and you are doing a fine
job. Also, congratulations to you for
passing the C.E.T. Test.

My trip to New Orleans was very
educational for me. In fact, this was
my first time that I have been away

from my shop for many years. I al-
ways felt that if I closed my doors for
any length of time, I would lose a lot
of customers. So my wife stayed home
and took care of the telephone. And
guess what? Most, of my customers
said that they would wait until I got
back. They did wait, and I am still
trying to get caught up.

My main reason for attending the
convention was to find out what the
association could do for me. Most of
the fellows were asking the same ques-
tions when I asked them to join our
local association. Well fellows, I found
out the answers to the questions that
we all had asked.

First of all, just meeting the techni-
cians, manufacturers, their reps and
engineers, plus newspaper and maga-
zine editors, was great. I met so many
wonderful people. 1 had no idea that
there were so many devoted people in
this field knocking out their brains to
better the technicians' job.

The seminars put on by many dif-
ferent manufacturers was of great in-
terest. (I saw companies there that
produce test instruments, antennas,
MATV systems, TV sets, CRTs and
component parts, plus a lot of other
things.)

The set manufacturers had private
suites for the technicians to visit and
to speak to them about their products.
We could voice our likes and dislikes
about their products and what they
could do to improve them to make
servicing faster and easier. I think it
was of great value to be able to do
this, and I would like to thank each
and every manufacturer who contrib-
uted to the success of our Joint
Convention.

The week spent at this convention
was worth every dollar spent. I am
personally going to try many of the
ideas put forth to better my service to
customers and to upgrade our industry.

As a member of NEA and TSA of
Ohio, and as secretary/treasurer of
our own local ETAT of Toledo, I am
now going to try to put forth to our
members some of the things that I
learned at New Orleans. It is a con-
stant battle with some of these fellows
to try to have them join an association.
Some will never get their heads out of
the sand to better themselves. Let Joe
do it is their attitude.

To all the members in NEA and
NATESA, plus the local associations:
Let's keep plugging away for every-
one's betterment and maybe what we
are trying to do will rub off on the rest
of the fellows so that they too will join
in and help create one of the greatest
associations this country has ever seen.
There is still time left to help. The

continued on page 26
... for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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FROM ANTENNA
TO T.V. SET DELTA-BENCO

HAS ALL YOUR 82 CHANNEL EQUIPMENT

AT THE ANTENNA
AMT Series - Matching Transformer for single

UHF channel, or 2-83.
MBT Series - Pre Amplifiers for single

UHF channel, or 2-83.
AC Series VHF-UHF couplers.
SI Series Signal Injectors -single UHF channel

to all -band down lead.

82 CHANNEL DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

TBA/283/6-4
6db Gain
Four Outputs - 75 ohm
Max. Input UHF + 27db

VHF + 20db

TBA

TBA/283/12
12db Gain
Single 75 ohm output
Max. Input UHF + 32db

VHF + 32db

MBT

TBA/283/25
25db Gain
Separate UHF -VHF

inputs
Max. Input UHF + 28db

VHF + 26db

2871/213

INPUT

DELTA

2x75/283 4x75/283 3x75/283W

82 CHANNEL SPLITTERS

A complete range of 30 - 890 MHz Splitters; 75 ohm
impedance for indoors or out. Available with two, three
or four outputs.

.1?
DELTA

IIIK.
.14.014:'"

TAPS

IS

TO -2/283

TO- SERIES

TO -2/283W

82 CHANNEL TAP-OFF's

Available for indoor or outdoor use with 1, 2, or
4 taps. Isolation values of 20, 15, or 10db.

82 CHANNEL WALL PLATES
Five models available for 75 or 300 ohms. Taps loss 10, 15, or 23db.

AT THE T.V. SET

MM -283
UHF -VHF Matching Transformer
75 ohm input
2 x 300 ohm output

LS-U/V
UHF -VHF Band Separator
300 ohm input
2 x 300 ohm output

DELTA-BENCO LTD.
70 RONSON DRIVE  REXDALE  ONTARIO

(416) 247-7431 TELEX 06-965552

REPRESENTATIVES:
EASTERN USA
JERRY CONN & ASSOCIATES INC
1070 S. COLD BROOK AVE.
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(7171 263 8258

WESTERN USA.

B. E. DUVA- CO.
29619 S. WESTERN AVE.
SAN PEDRO. CALIF. 90732
1213/ 833 0951

. . . for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS ...
continued from page 24

next time you are asked to join an as-
sociation, men, join and set forth your
ideas. You will be surprised at the re-
sults.

People who complain about the TV
prices should pay the French Quarter
a visit. Then they'd find out that stay-
ing home and watching the tube is
really economical.

DAVE GARWACKI, C.E.T.
[He and his truck are shown
on this month's front cover]

Responds to Earlier Letter
In response to an earlier letter

critical of the CET Exam, I agree that
some questions are perhaps unusual,
but then I'd wager you would hear
the same comment from doctors,
dentists, attorneys, accountants, etc.,
after they have taken their state
exams.

You say there is too much theory
while your contemporary down the
street says there is too much practical
work involved. There are 125 ques-
tions to this exam and 75 percent is
passing. That means 94 or more cor-

AUDIO TEST INSTRUMENTS

We've got a
lot of good things

going for you.

41

a  
410 aP

4 464141
40. 0

41

LSG-231 FM MULTI DLEX,
STEREO GENERATOR.
Checks balance, sepa'ation
and alignment. Unequaled

stability, accuracy.
1KHz signal acct.racy;

0-3Vrms output, cont vari-
able. Access. Included.

5229.95
LBO -501
5" TRIGGERED SCOPE.
Lab grade. solid state per-
formance. Has DC to 10MHz
bandwidth; built In calibra-
tor; 35nsec. rise time; 5X
sweep magnifier; 20MV cm
vent. sensitivity. With
probes.
5389.95

LFM-36A WOW & FLUTTER METER.
Measure wow, flutter, drift --simultaneously!
Drift Test Range, -5% to +5%; 3KHz signal
frequency. Separate meters for each
function. Solid state, direct reading.
5579.95

Write for detarls See your Mstrobuto,

a 

; I . r I  3

LTC -505 CURVE TRACER
Test transistors, tnacs, SCR's, diodes, FET's,
& MOSFET's, in or out of circuit, 8 precise
volt o amp. steps. Has horiz. length adj. to
100V sweep. With special probe.
5119.55

The more you see ... the more you believe ... the more you save
Leader Instruments Corp. 37-27 Twenty -Seventh St. L.I.C., N.Y. 11101 (212) 729-7401

. . . for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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rect answers. It would be possible for
you to miss 31 theory questions and
pass the exam, while your fellow
technician could miss 31 "practical"
questions and pass the exam-and
you would both be competent techni-
cians. However, I doubt that this im-
balance would ever happen.

This exam is made up by service
people and is constantly reviewed and
revised by service people. Technicians
who are CETs are asked for their
help in this matter. It is not perfect,
of course, so it shall be continually
revised.

People who nit-pick at exams, asso-
ciations, etc., give the impression that
they are jealous or afraid or both.
You (the author of that earlier letter)
have no need to fear sir. Anyone in
business as long as you, with your
background and contact with new
circuitry, should have no problem
passing this exam.

You might also consider that the
questions found in this magazine are
samples and not the exact questions
that you will find in the CET Exam.

To the gentlemen in the Western
Service Conference who believe the
exam should be made easier: The in-
tent and purpose of this exam, I
believe, is to establish a level of com-
petence for technicians across the
country. If it is made so easy that
anyone could pass it, what has been
gained? However, if service personnel
are trained and educated so that they
can pass this exam, then look at what
has been gained.

CET Iowa 84 and proud of it.
DOUGLAS HILBY

DOUG'S TV -STEREO

Supports CET Exam

A gentleman recently took a CET
exam that I monitored, and the fol-
lowing is a note that I received from
him:

"I have received word back from
CET that I didn't pass the exam. I
am interested in taking it again. Would
you please inform me of the next
dates and locations for the exam so
that I can make at least one of them.
Thank you."

I believe the above is a good answer
to some objecting to all the theory in
the exam. He is not objecting to the
exam in any way, but is studying now
to overcome some weaknesses he has
discovered, and now realizes why some
servicing problems were problems. To
me that is the real purpose of the CET
program. It gives a good technician an
opportunity to check his overall under-
standing of electronics as used by
many electronic technicians and to
plug up the holes.

Your representative questions



should be so considered. And, also,
you show how to derive the answer.
In the test the answer is given (mul-
tiple choice) and only needs to be
selected. Also, one is allowed 25
mistakes per 100 questions. Imagine
taking 100 pieces of equipment in for
repair and having 25 improperly re-
paired. It is easy to make excuses, but
often difficult to face the truth.

After one has taken the exam, most
of us will gladly accept his ideas for
improvement, but then, if he is
reasonably capable, he likely will not
complain, for he will then know what
he is talking about at least, and the
CET exam is to identify qualified
technicians.
P.S. I liked the "Three Brothers" edi-
torial and very much agree with your
conclusion. 1 do not consider myself
a superman, and took the CET exam
two years ago, without at that time
knowing anything about it except that
less than 50 percent passed-no
special preparation of any kind-and
passed it. Possibly to some today's
exam could be more stiff, but only I
believe because of change. I am ser-
vicing, and 63 years of age. All factors
put together, I fail to see where a
younger man has any excuse if he has
any pride and wants to be fair with
his customers.

SAM DAVIES, C.E.T.

Wants to Enter Business
For the past few years some friends

and I have been reading your maga-
zine, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEAL-
ER. We have found its articles to be
very helpful and interesting.

We were wondering if there is any
organization that sponsors young
electronic students in starting their
own business. During the past four
years, each one of us has been taking
a required course in Television and
radio electronics.

When it came down to getting into
the field, we found that it isn't so easy.
So we wrote to various companies, but
there were not too many responses. So
we decided to write to you and see if
there was anything you could advise
us concerning getting work in this
field. Or is there any way of getting
further experience in the field to get
a decent job in a trade that we know?

We would appreciate any assistance
that you can give us as a group or in-
dividual.

GREG MCGIRT

Finco Gift Certificates
To all Service Dealers who obtained

Finco Gift Certificates in the recent

NATESA/NEA/Finco Membership
Drive-if you lost or misplaced your
gift certificate, please notify the Finney
Co. with evidence that you joined ei-
ther NEA or NATESA through the
Finco membership project, and we
will issue another gift certificate to
you. If you neglected to obtain your
Finco merchandise from your favorite
Finco Wholesale Distributor before
the expiration date on the gift certifi-
cate, please notify the Finney Co. so
that we can send you a letter extend-
ing the expiration date and authorizing
Finco Wholesale Distributors to honor

your gift certificate. If, after receiving
your gift certificate, you were not able
to conveniently locate a Finco Whole-
sale Distributor and thus did not get
your Finco merchandise, please notify
the Finney Co. immediately so that we
can arrange for you to obtain the full
value of the gift certificate in Finco
merchandise.

Please-in all such correspondence
to the Finney Co., indicate whether
you joined NATESA or NEA, and if
you did receive a gift certificate and it
became void before you were able to

continued on next page

When the picture looks good,
you look good.

When a color TV picture fades, or when the black -and -white is erased by a
cathode -to -filament short, you can save the day, and the tube, by installing a
Perma-Power Britener.

Boost models bring out lost sharpness
and detail by providing increased fila-
ment voltage to increase electron
emission. Full contrast and color qual-
ity return immediately.

Isolation models restore the black -
and -white information that gives a
color picture its quality, by isolating the
short, thus restoring black -and -white
video drive.

Short now . . . fade later? Handle

both jobs with a Color-Brite Combina-
tion Isolation and Boost Britener.

There are Perma-Power Color Brite
models for both round tubes and rec-
tangular tubes. In fact, Perma-Power
has a Britener for just about every pic-
ture tube ever made! You'll look very
good to your customer when you pro-
long the life of the expensive picture
tube. Pick up a supply of Color-Brites
from your Perma-Power distributor!

PERMA-POWER DIVISION
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
5740 North Tripp, Chicago. Illinois 60646

. for more details circle 127 ea Ruder Service Card
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LETTERS ...
continued from page 27

get your merchandise, be sure to give
us, if possible, the serial number of
the gift certificate. The Finney Co.
wants each and every recipient of a
Finco $35.00 Gift Certificate to get
his merchandise.

We also sincerely ask your contin-
ued enthusiastic support of your new
national affiliation. It is the one sure
insurance policy for the development
of the image and the protection of the
future interest of all Independent

Service.
MORRIS L. FINNEBURGH, SR., E.H.F.

Chairman of the Board
The Finney Co.

Error in Audio Article
In an article entitled, "Working

with Commercial Audio Equipment,"
in the August issue of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/ DEALER [page 57 under
the heading Input Cables] it is stated
that, "if a very long microphone cable
is required, use a high -impedance mike
and preamplifier input to match."

It's this easy to install
Electro-Voice phono cartridges.

Almost 100% original or exact replacements. But half of our competitors' cart-
ridges are substitutes. And you know what problems that means. Like having to
adjust the tracking weight and set down position of the tone arm. And changing
the terminal clips on the tone arm wires. And installing a new bracket to adjust
the cartridge to the arm. And, maybe, when you're finished, an output voltage
difference exists.

Of course, when you specify Electro-Voice quality -assured cartridges, you
avoid all this time-consuming, costly work. What's more, you don't make unprofit-
able double repairs. Your customer is happy the first time. And when he needs
other services, he'll call you.

You'll find just about every cartridge you'll need in our comprehensive cata-
log. Use it for fast cross referencing, assistance in identification and detailed
specifications. A free copy is available from your E-V/Game distributor. Get
yours today, or write E-V/Game, Inc., Box 711, Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

E -V i GAME

E-V/GAME, INC.
Division of Electro-Voice. Inc.  A GULTON Company

In Canada: E -V of Canada, Ltd,. Gananoque, Ontario

CARTRIDGES  NEEDLES  WHEELS  BELTS  PULLEYS  STEREO HEADPHONES
MICROPHONES  HI -Fl ACCESSORIES

... for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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I was always under the impression
that a high -impedance mike picked up
hum easier. Also, a high -impedance
mike cable will reduce the frequency
response since the conductors act as
a capacitor. Thus, the longer the ca-
ble, the lower the frequency at which
the losses start to occur. Therefore,
wouldn't it be better to use low -imped-
ance mikes and cable for longer runs
to avoid hum pickup and frequency
loss?

DAN KEEN
I am sorry, we did let this error slip

through. You are definitely correct. An
audio signal that is to be conducted
through any great length of cable
should be of low impedance, whether
from a microphone or preamplifier. Ed.

More on Al Forman
In our August issue we printed a let-

ter from one of our readers along with
a reprint of an earlier Editor's Memo
that had been requested. The letter had
asked what became of Al Forman. The
following response was received from
our own printing plant in Dansville,
New York.

My advance copy of the August is-
sue of ET/D (pp. 27) says you're
looking for Al Forman.

As of early '72, he was president of
Typographics, 891 High

Ridge Road at Vine, Stamford, Conn.
06905. You might want to check with
him, though, before releasing this in-
formation.

Do I win a prize for first -to -respond?
Or are printers not eligible?

That's a helluva editorial in August.
Keep up the good work.

JERRY WHITTLESEY
We contacted Al Forman as sug-

gested, and received the following re-
sponse:

Megathanx for the note. I'm alive
and well and running this computer-
ized typesetting company in Stamford.
And if your readers think that TV sets
have a poor mean -time -between -failure
rate, they should see how often the big
kilobuck commercial gear is down.
C'est la vie electronique. I hear tell
that ET is still the best book for TV
techs. Best wishes to all in the field
with long memories.

AL FORMAN

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent
issues.



READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Technicians Wanted
We are hiring CETs and those who

want to become a CET and would like
to live in northern Florida. We have a
very fine service department with mod-
ern up-to-date equipment and a tech-
nical library. Our service operation is
basically Zenith, although we are also
heavy in MATV equipment, audio/
background music, and two-way radio.
We are interested only in those who
want a permanent position. Salaries
are open and we have good incentive
plans for the right people.

CHARLES R. COUCH, JR.
Couch's Inc.
P.O. Box 536
Gainesville, Fla. 32601

Equipment Wanted
I am in need of two adapters for a

B & K Model 650 tube tester. The
model numbers of the adapters are
610 and TC-615. Please write and
send price wanted.

I also have a fair selection of old
radio tubes in good condition too
numerous to list. Please write for list.

JOHN V. SPILLMAN
286 Alameda Ave.
Youngstown, Ohio 44504

Wanted, used Peterson Chromatic
Tuners (Music) Model PT -400.

FREEMAN GILMORE
6291 Lake Dr.
Haslett. Mich. 48840

I would like to buy a good used
Television Analyst.

EARL J. BREEDING
P.O. Box 257
Gifford, Ill. 61847

Equipment For Sale
I have instruction manuals for a

number of test instruments free upon
request and some used test equipment
for sale. Write for list and price.

PAUL W. ABELQUIST
5504 Norlina Rd.
Virginia Beach, Va. 23455

I have a Lamkin Model 107 Digital
Frequency Meter and Signal generator
with calibrating pad included for RF
and IF alignment, and sensitivity

checks for sale. The best offer takes it.
MARVIN A. ZIEGMANN

North Shore Black Hawk Lake
Lake View, Iowa 51450

I have for sale, 15 pieces of radio
and TV test equipment about one
year old. Please write for list.

DANIEL SEIDLER
5827 S. Campbell Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60629

I have a Blonder -Tongue UHF/
VHF Solid -State Field Strength Meter

for sale. The unit operates on ac or
battery. Please write for price.

DON SHAPIN
691 North Hawkins Ave.
Akron, Ohio 44313

TV Manuals for Sale
I have a complete set of Riders TV

Manuals for sale. There are 27 books
in the set, with index. The manuals
cover the period from 1946 through
1960. Please make an offer.

A. WEINER
29 Curtis Ave.
Hempstead, N.Y. 11550

CHEIVIYSTERY
Or, do you know all our secrets?

The other day, we got quite a shock. And the discovery
we made could mean S100 or more a week in added
sales to every serviceman in the country.

In taking one of our regular surveys, we discovered the
startling fact that most servicemen are unaware of the
broad variety of chemical tools available today. And
the profits they can build from the extra service calls
chemicals make possible.

Sure, you know about tuner degreasers and cleaner/
lubricants. And what you know has made Chemtronics
TUN -O -WASH and TUN -O -FOAM the world's best-selling
degreaser and cleaner/lubricant.

But if that's all you know about chemicals, you're
missing dozens of ways to save time. do a better job
and make more profits.

GRIME GETTER Our TUN-0-
BRITE has a controlled polishing
action that powers stubborn
dirt out of hard -to -reach
contacts Its also good tor
unfreezing telescopic anten-
nas. locks. motor shafts and
more

WRENCH -IN -A -CAN. .PLUS
CHEM-OlLs penetrating lubri-
cating action does thousands
of Jobs. from freeing frozen yokes
to unsqueaking hinges.

Many servicemen buy three -
one for shop, one. home. one
garage

THE HOUR SAVER Take SUPER
FROST AID for example It halos

LAUGH AT THE WEATHER. KISER

SPRAY and NO -ARC will help.
since they're both excellent
insulators and weather-proofers
Besides flybacks. antenna ter-
minals, splitters. feed-thru's and
the like. you can use them on
ignition wiring, exposed metals

even woods

NEW LIFE FOR OLD RUBBER.

DUSTZAPPER. TRACK RECORDS.
STICKY STUFF AND SALES. As you
con see. we have many more
lend -a -hand products. To
restore idler wheels and belts.
Polish tube guards. Improve
performance of reel-to-reel.
cassette and 8 -track recorders
Clean records Repair and

mend all kinds of materials

find intermiftents in minutes
instead of hours But servicemen
hove also used d as a portable
small -fire extinguisher. blister-
preventer (used on minor burns
immedioteiy), heotsink before
soldering. and even chewing -
gum remover (cold makes gum
brittle)

PUSHBUTTON PEACE & QUIET
One spray of SUPER MCC AID or
CONTACT KLEEN quiets noisy
pots. switches and relays Some
servicemen make a lot of
money "curing" noisy transistor
radios. balky dimmers, antenna
rotors ever thermostats Not to
mention tape recorders. CB
sets. marine radios

And even sell to customers
while you're in the shop
Or on call

cor more information about our
:Jrofessiorial chemicals. and
deas on how to make money
with them. see your local
Chemtronics distributor Or
write to us for a catalog

After all, isn't it worth BC to find out
more ways 52 79 con get yOu
S50 000

INCORPORATED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN N Y 11236

Our business Is improving yours.

. . . for more cetails circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Some Pictures -aken
Of Joint Convention

With four conventions going on simultaneously, your
editor decided to leave his camera home and rely entirely
on convention photographers. The following pictures were
supplied through the courtesy of Dick Glass, C.E.T.,
executive secretary of NEA.

A shot of NEA's deleEa:m dtthE without reservation at the Joint Con-
vention to merge with "MESA.

Les Nesvik after he received the "NIEA Man of the Year" award at the
Magnavox sponsored !unclean.

A shot of the delegat on from Canada at the Joint Convention. Calgary,
Hamilton, Toronto and Montreal were represented in this group of mem-
bers of the Corporation de Electionieions.

Larry Steckler, Altar of RADIO -ELECTRONICS, receiving his brass CET
Certificate from Phillip Dahlen. Chairman of ISCET and editor of
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.

Three National Organizations Conduct
Nationwide Public Service Program

A project called "Open Sesame Street" is being spear-
headed by the Auxiliary to the American Optometric Assn.,
with the support of the National Electronic Assns., and the
Children's Television Workshop. This program was dis-
cussed in detail at the Joint Convention last August in New
Orleans, having first been introduced in June at the optom-
etric auxiliary's annual meeting in St. Louis.

Launching the project were Emilio Delgado, who plays
the Spanish-speaking Luis on the "Sesame Street" program;
Vince Lutz, director of special activities for the NEA; and
Mrs. Clifford Wagner, a trustee of the AOA Auxiliary.

Reviewing the "Open Sesame Street" program guide are II to 0: Paul
Lehner of KETC-TV, the educational television station in St. Louis, Mo.;
Mrs. Clifford Wagner, a member of the ADA Auxiliary board of trustees;
Emilio Delgado, cast member of the "Sesame Street" television pro-
gram; Vince Lutz, director of special activities of the NEA; and Tony
Best, public relations director of the Children's Television Workshop.

The goal of the national volunteer project is to provide
over 251,000 children in some 6000 non-profit day-care
centers with TV sets so that they can watch and learn from
"Sesame Street" and other children's educational programs.

According to this program, used TV sets will be collected
by members of the AOA Auxiliary, who will deliver them
to cooperating NEA members. There they will be safety
checked, without charge. Those that pass will be distributed
by the auxiliary to day care centers, while those that fail
to pass will be disposed of by members of the auxiliary.

More information concerning this program can be ob-
tained by writing: AOA Auxiliary Trustee, Public Infor-
mation, c/o AOA Auxiliary Administrative Office, 7000
Chippewa St., St. Louis, Mo. 63119.
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Introducing the
expensive dual-trace
scope that doesn't
cost a lot.

The B&K Precision Model 1470.
A solid-state 5 -inch scope that combines dual -trace triggered

sweep with vectorscope capability.
Our DC to 10 MHz bandwidth with

10 mV/cm sensitivity makes the 1470 exceptionally
versatile. And its TV -H and TV -V positions are
a special plus.

Dual -trace lets you observe input and
output wave forms simultaneously in the same
circuit. And 16 -position triggered sweep, from
1 sec/cm to 0.2sec/cm, lets you sync them
instantly.

On the other hand, you might prefer our
Model 1465 single -trace, triggered -sweep scope
at $359.95. It has many of the same features
and our patented CALI-BRAIN" automatic vcltage
readout system.

Everything about our scopes is expensive
-except their price.

For complete technical data, call your local
B&K distributor. Or write Dynascan Corporation.

Very good equipment
at a very good price.

Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60613
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

TV ALIGNMENT INSTRUMENT 701

Combines features found in three or four separate units

The Model WR-514A TV Sweep Chanalyst combines
features normally found in three or four separate
test instruments. The instrument reportedly has the
combined features of a TV sweep generator, marker
generator, marker adder, and special system for
color bandpass alignment. It provides RF, IF and
video -output sweep signals for alignment of VHF tuners,
IF amplifiers, video amplifiers, and color bandpass
amplifiers. When used with an oscilloscope, the unit
provides a continuous trace display of the bandpass
characteristics of TV -receiver circuits. Some
of the features of the new TV Sweep Chanalyst are:
Fundamental sweep output of all VHF TV channels,
for sweep alignment of VHF tuners, and FM sweep output
from 88 to 108MHz for FM tuner alignment;
sweep output on all IF frequencies for stage -by -stage
or overall IF alignment; video sweep output
from 50kHz to 5MHz for alignment of video amplifiers
and chroma circuits; and a special signal for
color bandpass alignment. Seven crystal -controlled
IF markers are provided for checking IF response
of sound, picture, chroma carriers and built-in marker
adder function. The instrument incorporates
BNC connectors throughout and comes equipped with
basic output cables and snap -on alignment
adapters. RCA/ Electronic Components.
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FOR MORE NEW PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 56

CIRCUIT TESTER 700
Warranted to withstand up to 5 -ft drop

The Model 666 solid-state circuit tester is
reportedly the latest addition to the company's
line of "drop -proofed" VOM's. For current
measurements, the tester offers 12 ranges with the
lowest full scale range beginning at
lila, 18 voltage ranges from 100mv full
scale through 1000v, and 14 resistance ranges,
featuring seven low power resistance
ranges for "in circuit" measurements of
semi -conductors. Other features that are said to
be provided include a special differential
FET input circuit providing 10M impedance. This
circuit design reportedly eliminates the
need for frequent battery replacement. Diode
protection on the meter movement as well as
protection with an externally replaceable fuse,
input reversal switch, temperature and
frequency compensation, and a self -shielded
taut -band mechanism are all
included in the design of the unit. Weston.

FERROGRAPH RECORDER TEST SET 702
Measures major parameters of magnetic recording systems

The Model RTS-1 Ferrograph Recorder Test Set is designed
to reportedly measure all major parameters of a magnetic
recording system. The instrument consists of four
sections: variable frequency audio generator, millivolt meter with
associated attenuator, wow and flutter unit, and total
harmonic -distortion measuring unit. The interconnecting of
these sections in the correct sequence for any particular test, or for
calibration checks, is carried out by clearly labeled push
buttons. Only two leads are necessary from the test set to the
equipment under test. In addition to magnetic recorders, the unit is
equally applicable to disc reproducers, dictating machines,
film apparatus and audio amplifiers. The unit weighs 13 lb and
is 173/8 in. wide by 10 in. deep and over
a stand 53/8 in. high. Elpa Marketing Industries.
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Our 39 audio power transistors replace...
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and thousands more.
There are a lot of identical transis-

tors around hiding under different
manufacturers' part numbers.

But we've boiled power transistors
down to just 39 types that will handle
almost all of your replacement prob-
lems.

And we've also puttogether a cross-
reference guide that tells you which
one replaces which.

Our cross-reference guide also tells
you about the rest of our ECG replace-
ment semiconductor line. Altogether
they can substitute for 53,000 others.

Practically everything from diodes
to integrated circuits.

And we don't stop there.
The ECG semiconductor line in-

cludes a variety of heat sinks, heat -
sink compounds, transistor mounting
kits, and sockets.

In short, carrying Sylvania's ECG
replacement semiconductor line can
take a big load off your back.

And you can still give power to the
people.

Sylvania Electronic Components,
Waltham, Mass. 02154.

CED3 SYLVANIA



An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF

ANY3 THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ...with Trial
(Combined List Price $35.85) Club Membership each

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to -read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income ailirincreve your under-
standing of ,k..;...rionics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $35.85) for only 99(' each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now

Yes, If you fill in and mail the membership ap-
plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

1972 POPULAR TUBE/TRANSISTOR
SUBSTITUTION GUIDE

An allin-one substitution guide for both tubes
and transistors. 8 sections, 256 pages.

Regular List Price $4.95

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Otter!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Electronics Data Handbook: New 2nd Ed.
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Interpret TV Waveforms
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Solid -State Circuit Troubleshooting
Guide

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing & Servicing Electronic Pro-

tective Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Using Electronic Testers for Auto Tune -
Up

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Color Television Course

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
199 Color TV Troubles & Solutions

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Digital Electronics: Principles & Practice

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Commercial FCC License Handbook

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
RCA Color TV Service Manual-Vol. 2

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
FET Applications Handbook

List Price $14.95; Club Price $9.95
199 Electronic Test & Alignment

Techniques
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Musical Instruments
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Designer's Handbook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Dictionary of Electronics
List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50

Japanese Color TV Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Solid -State Circuit Design & Operation
List Price $9.95; Club Price $7.95

Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Computer Technician's Handbook
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95

Servicing Modern Hi-Fi Stereo Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook Major Appliance Repair Guide How to Use Color TV

Test Instruments
New Fourth Edition-
A brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps.,
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 81/2" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Sylvania Monochrome TV
Service Manual

SYLVANIA
MONOCHROME
TV SERVICE MANUAL

5 --

Complete service, align-
ment, parts and sche-
matic data for all Syl-
vania black -and -white
sets introduced during
the last 5 years-from
the A01 through B14,
and 572 through 578
chassis. Contains every-
thing you need includ-
ing techniques for set-
up, preliminary adjust-
ments, tuner align-
ment, and repair and
system alignments. The

content provides in-depth treatment of indi-
vidual chassis with emphasis on specific
troubleshooting procedures. Also, included are
the latest factory -recommended modifications
to help you eliminate "bugs." 19 complete
schematic diagrams are printed on big double
foldout sheets with waveform illustrations.
196 pps., 81/2 x 11", including 36 -page sche-
matic foldout section ; and complete parts list
for all chassis. Long life leatherette cover.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 599

TV, Radio, Hi-Fi Hints & Kinks

TV -Radio & Hi-Fi
HINTS&
KINKS
Sy krIn L SOsita handbook ever pub-

lished. Over 150 ideas
suggest ways to custo-
mize and add accesso-
ries to any equipment
setup-how to connect
single and multiple ac-
cessory speakers, how to
add remote controls to

TV's, radios, hi-fi systems, how to connect
microphones, etc. Also includes many tips on
hi-fi equipment, CB and 2 -way radio equip-
ment, antenna systems, remote monitoring
techniques, intercoms, a wireless baby sitter.
telephone amplifier, moisture. fire and other
alarm accessories for any existing amplifier.
256 pps., over 150 illustrations. Hardbound.

If you want to get the
best performance out of
consumer electronics
equipment, you'll find- this to be the most in-
formative and useful

List Price $7.95 Order No. 561

-0

Everything you need
to know to fix any ma-
jor electrical appliance
is contained in this
comprehensive, up-to-
date volume. The au-
thors explain every step
in great detail, and il-
lustrate typical situa-
tions with detailed
photos and drawings.
Numerous troubleshoot-
ing charts help you
pinpoint the cause of
virtually any problem

in a matter of minutes. Repair procedures are
included for dishwashers, clothes washers, dry-
ers, water heaters, garbage disposers, and
ranges. using typical models and case -history
data drawn from actual experience. In every
case, the material is based on practical, down-
to-earth reasor ing and techniques. 288 pps.,
over 260 illus. Hardbound.

List Price $8.95 Order No. 555

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2

Here's more of the
Jack Darr wisdom
(and wit!) in book
form-a valuable col-
lection of timely ser-
vice hints and trouble
solutions covering col-
or and monochrome
TV, radio, stereo,
phonos, recorders, CB
gear, etc. Discusses the
"engineering" servicing
approach, efficiency,
and how a technician
may condition his

thinking to produce more in a given time pe-
riod. Like the first volume, the content was
selected on the basis of usefulness to the av-
erage technician, covering a wide range of
electronics devices. Each of the 10 chapters
covers a general category of interest, and in
each the subject matter is arranged in logical
order to enable you to find what you need
quickly. Not only provides a wealth of infor-
mation, but also hours of enjoyable reading.
176 pps., numerous illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 566

SERVICE CLINIC

NUMBER 2

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits

Contains 124 examples
of standard transistor
circuits, complete with
operational data for
amplifiers, oscillators,
logic and switching cir-
cuits, power supplies,
and various nonlinear
circuits. The broad
range of circuits includ-
ed were selected on the
basis of application and
practicality. A design
philosophy section is

included with each group of circuits, thereby
providing a basis for understanding circuits
other than those selected as examples. This is
not a handbook of "preferred" circuits, but
rather a collection of practical circuits which
have wide application and exemplifying good
engineering design. Each circuit description
includes data concerning any unique design or
operational data, along with schematic dia-
grams. Hundreds of illustrations and diagrams.
448 pps., 6" x 9". Hardbound.

List Price $8.95 Order No. G-30

How Use

TEST
INSTRUMENTS

Here's an opportunity
to close whatever gaps
there are in your abili-
ty to use modern, up-
to-date equipment de-
signed specifically to
save you time and
money. You'll quickly
grasp the author's com-
mon-sense approach to
using the right instru-
ments, thereby getting
the most out of your
investment in test
gear. You'll improve

your ability to use an oscilloscope, color bar
generator, alignment generators, vectorscope,
TV Analyst and sine, square -wave generators.

The author also has included a description of
his "curve tracer." With this simple scope at-
tachment, you can rapidly assess the condi-
tion of diodes, transistors --even ICs-in or
out of the circuit. 256 pps., over 230 illus.
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 577

Modern Radio Repair
Techniques

ern Radio
repais Techniques

Ort

Now build an electron-
ic burglar alarm, solid-
state timer, metro-
nome, automatic night
light, doorbell with a
different tone for each
door, CB receiver,
stereo amplifier, bat-
tery charger, precision
tachometer -52 unique
projects in all, the re-
quired components to
which are all readily
available. These are
just a few of the prac-

tical projects you can build, some of which Use
IC's and light -source diodes with microscopic
circuitry. When not busy at the workbench,
you can explore the realms of elementary
electronics. conventional communications elec-
tronics, LEDs, light -activated SCRs, JFETs,
MOSFETs, and TRAPATTS at your leisure.
176 pps., 127 illus. Hardbound.

Up-to-date service data
on all types of modern
radio receivers, includ-
ing AM, FM, stereo,
auto and multiband
plus complete 36 -page
foldout schematics for
12 popular brand -name
sets. Reveals many
simple shortcuts to
making radio repair a
profitable side or main
line of business. Ma-
terial is presented so
that seasoned techni-

cians can gain from the numerous trouble-
shooting tips, and beginners, with a few hour;
study, can begin to turn out profitable work in
a short time. Includes shortcut methods of
troubleshooting, plus general test techniques.
and how to set up a radio repair bench. Cover,
typical receiver circuits, and the fundamentals
of circuit operation. 260 pps., 36 -page schematic
foldout. 170 illus. Hardbound.

List Prise $7.95 Order No. 580

Practical Solid -State Principles
and Projects

PRACTICAL SOLID-STATE

PRINCIPLES & PROJECTS

List Price $6.95 Order No. 590

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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"We get a great number of service calls from
people who saw our ad in the Yellow Pages."

"We don't just sell our products,
we service them as well," says
Mr. James Godwin, Godwin
Radio Company, Birmingham,
Alabama. "Our Yellow Pages ad
has kept our phones ringing with
people who want service on their
radios, stereos, and televisions.
We advertise under several
headings, because we sell a
number of different types of home
entertainment equipment. So the

Yellow Pages is helpful in the
area of sales as well as service.
I th nk the Yellow Pages is a kind
of final reference for people. Your
ad or commercial will interest
them, but they may need your
phone number or address or
some other piece of information.
Then they head straight for the
Yellow Pages."
Let the Yellow Pages do your
talking. People will listen.

3 out of 4 prospects
let their
fingers do the walking.
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TEKLAB REPORT

Introducing General Electric's
19JA Solid-state Color -TV Chassis Part II

by Joseph Zauhar

A new One -Touch Color System

allows the customer to make minor COLOR and TINT

adjustments for personal preference

 A number of automatic features
are included in the One -Touch
Color system employed in the
Model JA7458WD Color -TV set
that was sent us for review. The
Automatic Chroma Control (ACC)
helps to maintain color intensity in
the TV set from program to pro-
gram and channel to channel. The
COLOR and TINT range lock circuitry
locks the COLOR and TINT settings
within a pleasing range while offer-
ing flexibility for minor adjustments
-a feature not found in many color -
TV sets. The Automatic Fine Tuning
Control (AFC) employs integrated
circuitry to lock -in and maintain
fine tuning. A three position cus-
TOMATIC TINT LOCK allows cus-
tomers to select the skin tone most
pleasing to their eye.

One advantage in reviewing the
circuits employed in the JA chassis
results from the standardized chassis
approach. Once the electronic tech-
nician is familiar with this chassis,
he will be able to work on those of
all other size screens, 10 in. through
23 in., instead of having to become
familiar with a different chassis for
each size set.

Last month we reviewed the ser-
viceability features, VHF tuner,
Video IF, AGC circuits, Video am-
plifier and the power supply. This
article continues the subject by
covering some of the other impor-
tant circuits employed in this

chassis. As we review these circuits,
they can be followed in the August
Tekfax Schematic No. 1432.

One -Touch Color System
The color -TV set reviewed in our

lab employs the new One -Touch
Color system, a trade name given by
General Electric for its simplified
color -tuning system.

This system includes the AFC,
and the COLOR and TINT range lock
circuitry. With this system the cus-
tomer merely presses the AUTO but-
ton for a good picture while still be-
ing able to make minor COLOR and
TINT adjustments to suit his own

BRIGHTNESS

CONTRAST

COLOR I
TINT 11

TINT LOCK

AUTO BUTTON

SLIDE TYPE
VOLUME CONTROI

The customer ccntrols are grouped and con-
veniently located. Also, note the doted type
UHF tuner employed with lighted indicator for
every UHF channel.

personal preference. When this cir-
cuit is activated, resistive networks
lock the adjustment latitude of the
COLOR and TINT controls to within
an acceptable normal range. Ac-
ceptable TINT and COLOR saturation
can then be obtained at any setting
of the TINT and COLOR controls
when the circuit is activated. When
the AUTO button is pressed, it ac-
tively limits the range of the con-
trols, but in effect also expands the
useful range of the controls.

The tint lock part of the One -
Touch Color system modifies the re-
ceiver's color reproduction so that
pictures which normally appear
greenish yellow or reddish -magenta
will be reproduced as reddish -orange.
This circuit is designed to improve
transmission variations which cause
skin tones to be tinted green or ma-
genta.

On the TV -set's front control
panel there is a three position TINT
Loot switch to compensate for the
amount of tint correction needed for
good color reproduction.

The color reproduction is modi-
fied by feeding a small portion of
the inverted R -Y signal to the B -Y
and G -Y amplifiers. Referring to
the upper right portion of the Au-
gust Tekfax Schematic No. 1432, the
R -Y signal is fed to the common
emitter amplifier base, transistor
Q509. This signal is then amplified
and inverted by Q509 before being
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fed to emitter follower transistor
Q510. The signal is then fed to the
B -Y and G -Y amplifiers through
resistors R590 and R587, or R586
and R588, and TINT LOCK switch
S504. The amount of inverted R -Y
signal fed to the B -Y and G -Y am-
plifiers is determined by the resistor
values and the setting of the TINT
LOCK switch. The inverted R -Y
signal, when added to the B -Y or
G -Y signal, alters the output of the
B -Y and G -Y amplifiers to reduce
the amount of green and magenta in
the picture.

The function of this circuit can
be readily viewed on a vectorscope
display of the red and blue signals
for the picture tube. The normal
display of the keyed -rainbow signal
vector is practically round, but with
the TINT LOCK switch in Position 1,

The plug-in Automatic Fine Tuning (AFC)

module.

the pattern becomes elongated
along an orange -cyan axis. The
fourth vector, which is normally in
the magenta region, is now pushed
into the red region. The tenth vec-
tor is also pushed from the green
toward the blue region. When the
switch is in Position 2, the elonga-
tion is more pronounced and there
are almost no vectors in the green
and magenta regions, producing
color bars on the picture tube with
shades of reddish -orange or bluish
cyan tints.

Automatic -Color Control
The automatic color control cir-

cuitry on this chassis is contained in

RED BLUE GREEN
COLOR AMPLIFIER TRANSISTORS

The blue, red and green color amplifier tran-
sistors plug into sockets for easy removal and
substitution.

CHROMA INPUT
FROM C505

R512
1K

COLOR

R511
1.8K

ON

OFF
PART OF
S503
"AUTO"

TO C504 8
CHROMA
OUTPUT
STAGE

Simplified iematic of the color range lock circuit.

a module that plugs into the main
circuit board. It actually consists of
two circuits-an automatic color -
level circuit and a color -killer cir-
cuit.

This circuit acts as a variable re-
sistor in the emitter circuit of tran-
sistor 0501, the first chroma am-
plifier. It senses the amplitude of
the color burst signal at the input to
the crystal filter and varies the re-
sistance in the emitter of Q501 ac-
cordingly. If the burst amplitude is
low, the automatic color -level cir-
cuit will decrease the emitter re-
sistance, increasing the amplitude of
the chroma signal. A converse effect
will occur if the burst amplitude is
high.

The color -killer circuitry is very
similar to the automatic color level
circuitry, but its operation is differ-
ent since it acts as a switch at the
base of transistor 0503, the chroma
bandpass amplifier. When there is
no color subcarrier signal at the
base of transistor Q507, the subcar-
rier output amplifier, the circuit in
effect shorts the base to ground.

Color -Range Lock Circuit
When the advanced One -Touch

Color system is employed, and the
auto button is in the oN position,
the color cannot be turned fully ON
or OFF with the COLOR control; and
as a result, the COLOR control is less
critical. This is accomplished by re-
sistor R511 and the AUTOMATIC
COLOR ADJUSTMENT control, R515,
shown in the partial schematic. The
values of resistors R511 and R515
are high enough that when S503 is
OFF, they have no effect on the
operation of the COLOR control.
When the switch is oN, R515 is con-
nected across the COLOR control;
and it, in conjunction with R511,
sets the minimum level to which the
color can be adjusted. Since the re-
sistor is connected in series with the
arm of the COLOR control and the
output, it limits the maximum color
saturation. Therefore, the color can-
not be turned completely oN or OFF
when S503 is ON and the color satu-
ration can be adjusted to suit indi-
vidual preference within the limits
set by the resistor values.

Chroma Circuits
The chroma bandpass portion of

the chassis employs transistors
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Q501, Q502 and Q503. Transistor
Q501 and its associated circuitry is
tuned to accentuate the frequencies
on the 4.1MHz side of the chroma
signal, compensating for the deem-
phasis of these frequencies in the
video IF and detector sections. The
emitter of Q502 feeds chroma sig-
nals to the base of Q503 through
capacitor C505 and the COLOR con-
trol, R512. It also supplies signals,
through capacitor C506 and diode
Y502, to the base of the burst -gate
transistor, Q504.

Transistor Q503 is the output
transistor for the chroma bandpass
section, and from its collector the
chroma signal is fed through trans-
former T500 to IC501, the chroma
demodulator. The center tapped
secondary of T500 provides a
balanced chroma signal for the IC.
Positive -going horizontal pulses are
coupled through resistor R568 to
the emitter of Q503, biasing it off
during retrace. This prevents the
chroma demodulator, IC501, from
producing an output at burst time
during the retrace interval, which
would cause a colored vertical bar
on the screen.

The burst -gate transistor, 0504,
is gated oN by the positive -going re-
trace pulses from the horizontal out-
put transformer. These gating pulses
are fed to the base of transistor
Q504 through resistor R566, diode
Y504, capacitor C509, resistor
R574 and resistor R522.

It is desirable that 0504 be gated
oN only during the burst intervals,
but the duration of the gating pulses
is much longer than the burst in-
terval. The pulses can, in effect, be
narrowed by using only the top
parts of the pulses, which are nar-
rower than the lower sections. This
is accomplished by means of R572,
which supplies reverse bias to diode
Y504 and consequently this diode
will not conduct until the pulse
voltage exceeds 22v. Transistor
Q504 is oN only for the short dura-
tion of the relatively narrow pulse
tips.

The TINT control circuitry (re-
sistor R532, coil L510, capacitor
C522 and a piece of coaxial cable)
provides a means of varying the
phase of the subcarrier signal, which
is fed to the base of transistor Q506.
After the TINT control circuit, a
two -stage R -C coupled amplifier

(transistors Q506 and Q507) is
used to amplify the 3.58MHz refer-
ence signal. Both stages are con-
nected in common -emitter configu-
ration. The output of the second
stage is coupled by transformer
T502 to the phase -shifting network
(capacitor C538, coils L512 and
L514, and resistors R554 and
R558). This network determines
the phase angle between the 3.58 -
MHz reference signals supplied to
the chroma demodulator, IC501.
This phase angle is approximately
105°, and since the components in
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One of the labels giving the high-vo tage and
color adjustments is shown cemented to the
inside of the TV set.

The silicon solid-state, high -voltage rectifier
plugs -in like E tube.

this circuit are not adjustable this
phase angle remains fixed.

Sync -Clipper Circuit
The sync clipper transistor,

Q201, has a dual time -constant in-
put circuit which is switched by
diode Y212. This circuit must have
the capability to handle two types
of signal. One, the vertical sync
block composed of six pulses of
27ps duration each, the other, the
horizontal sync pulse, which lasts
for 5ps.

Many solid-state sync clippers
use a large value (0.22µf to 1.0µf)
capacitor at the input to couple the
vertical sync pulses to the clipper
without distortion. The time con-
stant of such a circuit is so large
that the circuit does not always re-
spond to individual horizontal sync
pulses. However, the input circuit

continued on page 66

The automatic -color control module plugs into
the ma n circuit board.

The swing -out fuse panel has a plastic blade
acting as a guide for the ac interlock. After
removing one screw, complete access is pro-

vided for the fuse and line chokes, plus the
SHARPNESS and FOCUS controls.
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Part I
Electronic Security

Ultrasonic Detection
Circuitry

by Terry Tuttle and Tom Turnbull

With increasing concern for security, we find a wide variety of
products and services available on the market to fill this need. This

poses a very real problem to someone not familiar with the new
devices available as to which product to use.

Since there are numerous ways
by which someone might gain entry
to a building, devices such as tape,
wires, light beams, switches, etc.,
can be easily circumvented. How-
ever, an ultrasonic detector will
sense any movement within a pre-
scribed area. This detection can then
be transmitted to any remote loca-

tion by means of an automatic dial-
er. Let's take a closer look at these
two devices, one at a time.

Ultrasonic -Detector Circuitry
An ultrasonic detector is an elec-

tronic solid-state device which
emits a high -frequency tone (ultra-
sonic), then senses motion by de -

RECEIVER
IRAN:RUMP

OSC.

RI 551042

.1

AGC

POWER
SUPPLY

DRIVEN

DETECTOR

TOPATER

TRANSMITTER
TRANSOuCER

DETECTOR

.V PAY

AC OUTLET

OuTPuT
RELAr JIZVT

INTEGRATOR

TIZItht.711ST

TPRESPOLD
DETECTOR
INTEGRATOR

PERSISTENCE

Fig. 1-Block diagram of ultrasonic unit.

tecting the proper change in the
tone reflected from a moving ob-
ject (Fig. 1).

The ultrasonic tone is typically
at a frequency between 30kHz and
40kHz, which is about three times
higher than the upper limit of hu-
man hearing (10kHz to 17kHz)
and also well above the hearing
range of most pets. The energy level
of the emitted tone is quite low-
well under 100mw, but still suffi-
cient to be capable of covering 500
to 600 sq ft of floor space.

Ultrasonic sound waves are
limited to a given enclosure and do
not pass through walls, partitions,
windows, doors, etc. However, the
sound waves can be made to reflect
around corners, thus enabling the
unit to "see" areas not in the line
of sight.

The receiving and transmitting
transducers are each composed of
a pizzo-electric element approxi-
mately N -in. square by 1/32 -in.
thick. This element is suspended at
its nodal points in such a manner
that it is free to vibrate at its natu-
ral resonant frequency. The assem-
bly is supported by a cushion of
foam to reduce its sensitivity to
shock and vibration. (Both trans-
ducers operate at a frequency de-
termined by the parallel resonant
frequency of the receiving trans-
ducer.)

The oscillator circuit, which gen-
erates the operating signal, is shown
in Fig. 2. The basic circuitry is com-
posed of the transistor, 5.4mh/
3300pf tank circuit, 330pf collec-
tor -to -base capacitor and the re-
ceiving transducer. Sufficient gain
and phase shift to oscillate will oc-
cur only when the resonate frequen-
cy of the tank circuit and the natu-
ral frequency of the transducer co-
incide.

The oscillator output level is con-
trolled by the voltage variable re-
sistance of a FET connected to the
emitter of the transistor. The level
is controlled at approximately
500mv p -p. The 2.2K resistor and
50mf capacitor provide power sup-
ply decoupling. It is also important
to ac couple the transducer to pre -

Mr. Tuttle is Chief Engineer and
Mr. Turnbull is Development En-
gineer for Delta Products, Inc.
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vent electrolysis from occurring on
the pizzo-electric element.

The signal from the oscillator is
fed to a low -distortion amplifier
(Fig. 3), using a 741 integrated cir-
cuit for the gain element. The out-
put of the amplifier drives two cir-
cuits-the driver for the trans-
mitting transducer and the detector
for providing the AGC signal to the
FET.

The transmitting transducer is
driven (Fig. 4) at the same frequen-
cy as the receiver by means of a
PNP/NPN driver. This circuit clips
off any AM modulation that might be
present on the signal coming from
the oscillator/amplifier. The trans-
ducer is driven with approximately

Fig. 2-The oscillator circuit.

40v p -p using the storage capability
of the 16mh inductor.

Any motion in the field of the
ultrasonic unit will produce ampli-
tude modulation of the oscillator
signal. This modulation is received
in the detector and will then be
further processed to determine if an
alarm condition exists.

The returned signal is processed
through an active filter (Fig. 5)
using a twin tee as the feedback net-
work. The values of the network are
chosen for a voltage -transmission
null at 90Hz. Above and below this
frequency, conduction through the

Fig. 3-Me low -distortion amplifier circuit.

IN

.Imfd. 3300

T 2.2M 2.2K
pfd.

. 4 7 mfd.

47K

1 mfd
-

0 OUT

Fig. 5-The active -filter circuit.

twin tee limits the overall voltage
gain to 26dB. However, at 90Hz
there is no feedback via the twin
tee and the overall voltage gain of
the active filter soars to 60dB-the
resulting response curve being like
that shown in Fig. 6.

The resulting signal then passes
through a detector and is integrated
(Fig. 7) to produce a dc voltage
that is proportional to the motion
signal present.

A second detector (Fig. 8) pro-
vides persistence control. This is an
adjustment by which the length of
time the motion must persist can be
varied. This feature makes the unit
insensitive to short time distur-
bances, such as sonic booms, trem-
ors produced by passing trucks, or
gusty winds.

If all the processing conditions
have been met by the receiving
signal, the timing circuit is triggered,
which in turn activates the output

 V

330000

Dl

Fig. 4-The driver and output circuit.
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Fig. 6-Frequency response of the active filter.
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relay coupling 115v ac to the outlet
receptacle. The relay will remain ac-
tivated as long as motion exists and
will discontinue after a preset time
when motion within the field of the
unit stops.

Proper Detector Installation
The unit is designed to detect mo-

tion of people moving within its
field of sensitivity. However, even
with the extensive signal processing,
unwanted signals may still activate
the system-unless reasonable care
is used in making the installation.

It should not be located directly
adjacent to heating or air-condition-
ing ducts, as the turbulent air flow
may produce actuation. Any drap-
eries, fringes on furniture, or loose
paper, which move when heating or
cooling systems are operating,
should be tied down or removed to
prevent undesirable actuation. It
should be noted that the size and
proximity of the moving object de-
termines whether accidental actua-
tion will occur.

If it is impossible to stop minor
motion of draperies, etc., the unit
should be placed as far as possible
from these objects. Generally,
mounting the unit horizontally 4 ft
to 7 ft above the floor on a very
rigid mount will give the most de-
sirable coverage. Positioning the
unit so that it is not "looking" di-
rectly at a large reflective surface
(hard wall, windows, doors, etc.)
will make the system sensitive to un-
desirable reflected signals.

The next article in this series will
describe the circuit function of the
automatic telephone dialer. 

),/

IN

IN 0

+v
0

5K

-74 7
mfd.

I .lmfd

()OUT

Fig. 7-The integrator circuit.
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Fig. 8-The second detector and relay circuit. Fig. 9-Various ultrasonic detector locations.
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What's New
in TV Receivers

for 1973 Part I
by Joseph Zauhar

More simplified tuning devices and
modular solid-state chassis with

brighter picture tubes will highlight
the TV sets for the coming year

 Looking ahead into the new year we will find only
moderate changes in most TV set lines, the greatest
change occurring in new chassis designs, picture tubes
and simplified tuning devices. More new modular solid-
state color TV chassis will be introduced by a number
of manufacturers-including General Electric, Magna-
vox, Philco-Ford-while there will be an increase in the
number of solid-state chassis produced by Sylvania and
Zenith TV lines.

We will see additional improvements in the large
screen sizes with brighter pictures and more contrast,
which in technical terms is called the "negative guard
band." The 17 -in. picture tube has been getting popular
in the last few months, replacing some 16 -in screen
sizes.

Simplified tuning and picture -control devices will be
expanded to almost all TV manufactures, and this in
turn will allow more simplified remote control systems
-dropping the price and permitting their use in many
of the portable TV models.

We will also find the new "70 -channel detent" type
UHF tuner, designed to meet more stringent FCC re-
quirements in many of the new TV lines. The new tuner
provides click -stop action for every UHF channel and
each channel number is displayed individually as tuned.

In our Teklab report each month we will be review-
ing many of these new TV sets, giving an explanation of
circuit functions-including photos and schematics of
the TV sets.

ADMIRAL
Extended warranty and new Color Master control

highlight 33 new Admiral color -TV sets. The new

Admiral's Fortsmith Model 18T1:11, 18 -in. (measured diagonally) color -
TV set, a leading portable model. Courtesy of Admiral.

models include 12-, 16-, 18-, 19-, 21-, and 25 -in.
(measured diagonally) color -TV sets.

In addition to the standard Admiral warranty (two
years on the picture tube, one year on parts and 90 days
free labor) Admiral reportedly will now replace a de-
fective picture tube with a rebuilt picture tube of the
same size and type anytime during the first three years.
During the first two years there is no charge for the
tube, while during the last year of the warranty
the customer is charged the price specified in the war-
ranty. This price is determined by the age and size of
the picture tube. After the first 90 days, service and
labor charges are not covered by the warranty.

The Color Master control integrates Automatic Fine
Tuning and color monitor to lock in the correct signal
frequency and preferred flesh tones, plus providing pre-
set COLOR and TINT controls with but a single knob.

Additional features available on the color -TV sets
include solid-state remote control, Instant Play, a mod-
ular chassis receiver and decorator side panels.

Instant Play is featured on all the color receivers,
providing instant sound and picture when the set is
turned ON. This feature reportedly prolongs the life of
the set by safeguarding components against electrical
surges and humidity damage.

The SS900 modular chassis is available on three
25 -in. models and is a new 90 percent solid-state chassis
which consists of nine modules that snap in and out for
easy serviceability.

The new, improved Super-Solarcolor picture tube is
featured in six models-two 19 -in portables, three 25 -
in. consoles and one -25 -in color stereo theater. This pic-
ture tube is a combination of developments that-ac-
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cording to the manufacturer-resulted in a brighter
more life -like picture.

The color Playmate models are available in 12- and
16 -in. sizes. They offer a Super-Brite picture tube,
SS880 hybrid/tube chassis and a solid-state sound sys-
tem. The VOLUME, COLOR and TINT controls are all the
slide -rule type.

Basic features in the new color -TV sets include 22
to 25kv chassis, three -stage IF amplifier, automatic de-
gaussing, two -speed transistorized VHF tuner, super -
scope VHF tuner with preset fine tuning, and Alnico V
speakers.

Also introduced are 17 new B/W TV sets with 9-,
12-, 16-, 19- and 22 -in. (measured diagonally) screens.
All of these new sets will carry Admiral's extended five
year picture tube adjustment warranty.

EMERSON

Emerson's new color -TV line will reportedly consist
of 22 Emerson color -TV sets and 11 DuMont color -TV
sets. Included are 14 25 -in. (measured diagonally)
Emerson and DuMont color -TV models and three 23 -
in. promotional consoles. More "Permacolor" and

Emerson's Monarch Model
25CC93S, 25 -in. (measured diagonally) color -
TV set employs the new modular chassis 30M20. Courtesy of Emerson.

"DuMatic" one -button tuning systems will be used
throughout both the Emerson and DuMont lines.

The Permacolor feature is intended to provide the
customer with a good color picture with a minimum of
customer control adjustments. When the PERMACOLOR
pushbutton is depressed, the BRIGHTNESS, CONTRAST,
COLOR and TINT controls are set from a bank of preset
controls adjustable from the rear of the TV set. The
Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) and Automatic Tint
Control (ATC) circuits are also engaged at this time.

Three types of chassis will be employed in the new
line. One is an advanced -type chassis with solid-state
signal circuits and integrated circuitry used in the out-
put stages. Another is an all -tube chassis replacing the
previously used K-16 type, which employs a new high

voltage circuit, balanced color outputs and improved
ATC. The third is the new modular hybrid M20
chassis, which features plug-in printed board assemblies
that contain all the circuits other than the horizontal
output and damper stages.

The DuMont Model Bravura has power tuning fa-
cilities for both VHF and UHF. This TV set does not
have a VHF tuner knob, only a channel selector button.
When pressed, the tuner will rotate to the next channel
position.

A 12 position VHF tuner and a varactor UHF tuner
are used in conjunction with an RF amplifier, the
varactor tuner output being connected to the cascoded
VHF tuner mixer. For this reason there isn't even one
channel strip in the VHF tuner.

UHF tuning is quite different from that found on pre-
vious models. To obtain UHF tuning, press the VHF/
UHF button on the control inward. This is an electrical
switching action which removes the B+ voltage from
the VHF oscillator and RF stages, connecting it to the
UHF varactor tuner. The VHF selector knob shaft is
still mechanically connected to a switch which selects
the proper dc control voltage required by the UHF
varactor tuner to tune in a specific UHF station.

When the VHF/UHF button is pressed inward, the
tuner is powered. At the same time one of six UHF dial
indicator lights will be turned ON. This arrangement is
similar to the one used in the K20 UHF detent models.

In the audio module of this chassis, the control of
volume is adjusted by having the VOLUME control
change the dc potential applied to a terminal of the
Sound IF/ and Detector IC.

The COLOR control (chroma dc gain) operates by
changing the dc potential at the Chroma Amp, IC401,
on the chroma processing board. In a similar manner
the TINT control changes hue by varying the potential
applied to the Subcarrier Regeneration IC. Since each
of these controls operate by supplying a dc bias con-
trol voltage to the IC's, none of them actually handle
any ac signals, thus reducing signal noise.

The convergence board assembly is mounted on the
neck of the picture tube. This board also contains the
pin -cushioning circuit, a WIDTH adjustment coil and a
picture centering diode.

Three new tubes are used on the M20 chassis: a
6DK3 damper, a 6LW6 horizontal output and a 6MN8
color difference amplifier.

The K19 chassis layout resembles the K18 in ap-
pearance but has several new circuits and additional
features, including a solid-state high -voltage tripler that
eliminates the high -voltage rectifier tube, plus a focus
tap with a voltage of 7kv for the focus resistor voltage
divider. The low -voltage power supply now provides
400v for the video amplifier and  color difference am-
plifier tubes.

The Quick -On feature is also slightly different. When
the TV set is turned OFF, a 64f/, 22w resistor is
switched in series with the 120v ac to the picture -tube
filament transformer and the receiving tube filament
string. The remainder of the power supply is then com-
pletely inoperative.
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A BRIGHTNESS RANGE control is used in the video
amplifier circuit to limit the positive voltage applied to
the BRIGHTNESS control and the negative voltage that is
developed by rectifying the horizontal pulse with a
diode.

A video disabling disconnect jumper is provided to
remove the video from the picture tube cathodes for
purity adjustments.

This chassis employs six new tubes, a 1ICH11 video
amplifier, 9AM10 color -difference amplifier, 10T10
audio detector and output, 26LW6 horizontal output,
19DK3 damper and 5JW8 horizontal oscillator; wh_le
the basic 32K10 chassis remains unchanged in the video
IF, sound IF, sync, chroma and audio circuits.

A major change was made in the convergence sys-
tem. The convergence circuit has been simplified and
now consists of one set of controls (five) to provide
dynamic convergence of Red/Green, the remaining
controls (four) providing for convergence of the blue
guns. The two pole convergence board is mounted
around the neck of the picture tube and only requires
three leads. Troubleshooting is simplified since there Ere
fewer controls and only a single vertical and horizon:al
signal are involved.

The basic B/W chassis remain quite similar to the
previous chassis except for changes in the fusing of the
power supply.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
General Electric's new color -TV line will employ two

solid-state chassis. One chassis is designed to dr:ve
"carry -in" service portable receivers and the other is a
modular, solid-state 25 -in. (measured diagonally)
chassis for "in -home" service.

The color line also features a new advanced One
Touch color system, a Spectra-Brite III black matrix
picture tube, plus a new generation of 10- and 19 -in.
(measured diagonally) remote -control models.

The new "JA" chassis series is completely solid-state
with the exception of the picture tube. It employs 38

The Mozambique, a new 25 -in. (measured diagonally) color -TV set from
General Electric. Courtesy of General Electric.

transistors, 30 diodes and 3 integrated circuits. Addi-
tional solid-state components are used in the tuners and
optional circuits-such as AFC, One Touch Color sys-
tem and Automatic Chroma Control. The chassis has
a standardized signal processing board and is used in
the 10-, 16-, and 19 -in. TV sets. Plug-in modules and
components are used for those circuits and features
which are not common to all three screen sizes.

In this and last month's Teklab report we review
General Electric's Model JA7458WD color -TV set em -

MOW'
IMF 4101,7*

Atom avis**$.14
General Electric's modular solid-state color -TV chassis "MA." Courtesy
of General Electric.

ploying the JA chassis. A complete schematic for this
chassis can be found in the August TEKFAX Sche-
matic No. 1432.

The 25 -in. (measured diagonally) line of color -TV
sets employs the new "MA" chassis which is complete-
ly solid-state, except for the picture tube. It is designed
to provide maximum serviceability through the medium
of plug-in modules and interconnecting cable plugs. In-
cluded are five integrated circuits (in sockets), used in
the first and second IF, AFC, Chroma Processing, and
an audio section.

All circuit modules are designed for complete inter-
changeability without adjustments or alignment, beyond
those normally performed in home service. As a further
assistance in servicing, the basic or master board into
which the modules are plugged, carries only three pas-
sive components, plus wiring and interconnection.

Major sub-assemblies-such as the high -voltage sys-
tem and main power supply-are quickly detachable
from the main chassis and may be completely discon-
nected by unplugging. The high -voltage transformer
and tripler are also plug-in and no soldering is required
for replacement.

A built-in neon high -voltage indicator, visible from
the rear of the high -voltage compartment, glows when-
ever high voltage is present.

Tuning is simplified by the use of a 70 position de -
tent UHF tuner plus AFC for both VHF and UHF. The
VHF tuner IF output is resistively terminated, decou-
pling the tuner from the IF to avoid unstable reactive
loading. This feature permits interchanging tuners and
IF modules without affecting the IF alignment.

The chroma processor is a complete chroma system
in one module which receives its input signal from the
emitter -follower output of the video IF module. The
chroma module contains two integrated circuits. One,
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IC601, contains a chroma bandpass amplifier, a refer-
ence oscillator, an ACC circuit and a color killer. The
other, IC602, contains a chroma demodulator, a color
summing matrix and three output amplifier stages.

The horizontal transistor and damper provide switching
to the yoke, while the high -voltage transformer is a con-
ventional configuration and supplies a fifth harmonic
tuned pulse to a silicon diode high -voltage tripler. A
resistive focus divider provides the focus voltage for
the picture tube.

An expanded line of all solid-state 19 -in (measured
diagonally) TV sets will use the highly serviceable "U"
line chassis, and all the new solid-state sets-mono-
chrome and color, portable and console-will carry a
one year labor and parts warranty.

A new 5 -in. (measured diagonally) personal TV set
weighing only 10 lb is ac operated and features an il-
luminated digital clock and a 24 hour alarm.

MAGNAVOX

Highlighting Magnavox's new color -TV line is a
modular, all solid-state chassis featuring "Videomatic,"
a new advance in automatic color -TV operation.

The T979 all solid-state color -TV chassis incorpo-
rates a number of serviceability features. Most of the
circuitry is located on five circuit panels which plug -into
the main chassis panel. The circuit modules on these
panels are provided with plug-in sockets for easy re-
moval and are screened on both top and bottom, show-
ing component identification, wiring, test points and
adjustments.

Two types of UHF tuners will be used with the
chassis. One type uses a motor, in conjunction with a
plug-in search board, for pushbutton non -remote UHF
search tuning. The second type of UHF tuner incor-
porates a mechanism which provides a detent and digi-
tal readout for each UHF channel.

Magnavox's Model IC7598 TV set employing the T979 solid-state color -
TV chassis. Courtesy of Magnavox.

A new feature called "Videomatic" is employed in
this chassis. This circuit automatically adjusts the
BRIGHTNESS, CONTRAST and COLOR levels to compensate
for changes in ambient light. A Light Dependent Re-
sistor (LDR) is used in the circuit and mounted in the
front panel of the TV set, monitoring the room lighting.
The amount of compensation introduced in the BRIGHT-
NESS, CONTRAST and COLOR levels is adjustable with a

The Magnavox 1979 all solid-state color -TV chassis. Courtesy of
Magnavox.

customer control called "Videomatic Range." The auto-
matic tint and AFT are also included in the action of
the switch.

The T974 color -TV chassis will also be used in the
new line. It incorporates a combination of tube and
solid-state circuitry. Tubes are used in the horizontal -
sweep, vertical -sweep, luminance -output, chroma-de-
modulator and chroma-output circuits.

Special servicing features include sockets for the ma-
jority of transistors, plug-in audio modules, a plug-in
IF subassembly, a plug-in low -voltage power supply with
dropping resistor and filter circuit board, plus fuse
holders for all fuses.

Two new chassis will be employed in the B/W TV line
for the coming year. The T960 series TV set incorpo-
rates a hybrid -type chassis employing two integrated -
circuit modules, seven transistors and three dual-pur-
pose tubes. This chassis is made up of three circuit
boards-one main board and two replaceable modules.
The video IF module contains one IC that functions
as a video IF, video detector, video driver, AGC, RF
AGC driver and a transistor, which is an RF AGC in-
verter. The sound module uses one IC as the sound IF,
demodulator and audio driver. The three tubes em-
ployed in this chassis are used in the sync -separator,
vertical -sweep and horizontal -sweep circuits.

The other new B/W chassis is the T966 series, a
continued on page 55
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The Business Side of Things

by William Joseph

Life as your own boss is great-no time card to punch-

freedom to make your own decisions-the chance for a high income

and financial independence. Of course, as any service dealer knows, it's not

all peaches and cream. There are plenty of headaches, not the least

of which is the high risk of failure facing any small business.

 Government figures in-
dicate that half of all new-
ly established small busi-
nesses will be liquidated
or sold within two years.
Even more scary is the
fact that only one out of
five can be expected to
survive 10 years. To make
matters even worse, ser-
vice firms fare even more
poorly than these general
averages. With statistics
such as these to face,
many service dealers
might well be concerned
with the underlying causes
behind so many business
failures, and what he
might do to avoid them.

The Small Business Ad-
ministration consistently
reports that the largest
single cause of business
failure is poor manage-
ment. Dun & Bradstreet
agrees. This respected firm
analyzed more than a mil-
lion business failures that
occurred over a period of
a hundred years (1857 to
1957). Their conclusion:
Lack of managerial ex-
perience and aptitude ac-
counted for some 90 per-
cent of all failures.

It is important to note
that the management skills
referred to are entirely
different from the techni-
cal skills usually possessed
by the owners of small
service firms. Obviously,
then, the service dealer
who wants to improve his
chances for permanent

business success must be
willing to invest the neces-
sary time and effort to
learn as much as he can
about the science of busi-
ness management.

Studies attempting to
pinpoint the specific man-
agement deficiencies lead-
ing to small business fail-
ures usually reveal the
failure to keep adequate
records as one of the chief
villains. It is perhaps un-
derstandable that the same
qualities that make some
men want the indepen-
dence of owning their own
business might also cause
them to rebel at the
thought of being tied
down to a lot of record
keeping.

This is unfortunate,
since it is indisputable that
the maintenance of proper
records is absolutely es-
sential for optimum busi-
ness success. Furthermore,
records that are properly
designed and maintained
actually assist the owner/
operator. In the long run,
they make his job easier
and his business more
profitable. Good records
not only allow the busi-
nessman to see where he
has been, but, even more
important, they allow him
to see in what direction he
may be headed in the
future.

Every business, of
course, is required by law
to keep certain records.

Such things as wage -hour
and profit -loss information
must be maintained to
satisfy Uncle Sam. The
purpose of such records is
to establish tax liability
and conformity with the
law, not to assist the own-
er in running his business.
Despite this, such manda-
tory records are the only
ones kept by many small
business operators.

One of the essential rec-
ords frequently shunned
by the small businessman
is that of keeping and
using a budget-a simple
job that is of immense
value to any business.

Basically, the budget
can do three things for
your business. First, it re-
quires that you sit down
and give thought to each
item of expense and each
source of income that will
determine your profit or
loss in the coming months.
This kind of planning
should be basic to the
operation of any business.

Second, it will enable
you to compare the actual
results with the figures
you have budgeted. This
analysis will help you to
develop considerable in-
sight and skill in the fun-
damental economics in-
volving your business.

Finally, the monthly
budget will provide you
with guideposts that will
help you to spot financial
trends during the month

in time to do something
about them.

An effective budget for
a service dealer need not
be a cumbersome or time-
consuming project. The
basic form to be used is
similar to that of a simple
profit/loss statement. In
one column, each major
item of expense is listed.
Normally, the first to be
listed will be "fixed" ex-
penses. These include
such known expenses as
rent, depreciation, taxes,
insurance and fixed pay-
roll. Next come expenses
that must be estimates.
This would include such
items as supplies, heat,
electricity, telephone,
overtime payroll, etc. You
may lump very small ex-
penses together into a
category called "other,"
but be careful not to in-
clude any major expense
that should be considered
separately.

Next it is necessary to
estimate total income.
Again this should be bro-
ken down into the various
sources, such as parts
sales, paid labor, and in -
warranty claims. Once
that is done, you have a
projected performance for
your business for the fol-
lowing month. If it did not
turn out the way you
would like it, the budget
provides you with a road
map that will pinpoint all
of the areas of possible
improvement.

Your accountant will
probably be delighted to
learn that you are in-
terested in budgeting. In
an hour, he will be able to
show you how easy and
how worthwhile the job
can be. Do not worry if
your initial attempts al
budgeting miss the mark.
Comparing the actual ver-
sus the budgeted figures at
the end of every month is
where your skill will be
developed. 
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Reducing
Check

Voucher
Costs
Preparing and

processing the paperwork
required to pay out money

is frequently more complicated,
time consuming and costly for

many service dealers than that of
collecting money. The clerical work

and time expended often are
considered a "necessary
evil" of doing business.

 Since disbursing money involves
both employees and suppliers of
goods and services, it is a key factor
in maintaining good employee and
supplier relations. Ray T. Arvisais,
president/treasurer of the Portland
Appliance Service Center of Port-
land, Maine, abides by such prin-
ciples in his business. He has
adopted a simple, efficient and eco-
nomical system for processing all
payments by which his company
checks do "double duty."

The firm has been in business in
Portland for the past 21 years, as a
factory authorized service center for
over 25 leading appliance manu-
facturers. A member of the Nation-
al Appliance Service Assn., the
company has operated a similar
business, Suburban Appliance Ser-
vicenter, in Watertown, Mass. for
the past eight years.

"The importance of adequate
business records, especially those in-
volving payments, cannot be em-
phasized too strongly," reports Mr.
Arvisais, "yet they must be as
simple as possible and require a
minimum amount of clerical work."

Always on the lookout for meth-
ods of improving service and con-
trolling administrative costs in his
efforts to improve the profit picture,
Mr. Arvisais set up a streamlined
disbursing system.

"We studied methods used by
other appliance service firms as well
as those used by other types of
business of a similar makeup and
size," Mr. Arvisais explained. "We
also called in Will Hamilton, forms
system specialist from the Portland
district office of Moore Business
Forms, Inc., for technical data and
systems help.

"We finally decided on a Moore
Dual Purpose Voucher Check sys-
tem in which a three-part voucher
check provides all needed records at
the initial writing for either our em-
ployee payroll or our accounts pay-
ables. The unusual design and con-
struction of the check makes such
multiple use possible."

How the System Works
Here is how the one check serves

two purposes:
The check form is a three-part
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The dual purpose voucher check used by Portland Appliance Service Center for payrolls and accounts payables is a

three-part Moore Speediset check. This example is an employee pay check with only the top pay statement portion filled out.
The top perforated voucher remains attached until the employee detaches it for his records.
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Speediset form with the first part
made of safety paper. The parts and
carbons are fastened to a top stub.
The parts are perforated but the
carbons are not, so that a quick
snap of the stub detaches the parts
-leaving the used carbons intact in
the stub for easy and clean disposal.

A perforated voucher, with boxes
for recording payroll data, is above
the check next to the stub. This sec-
tion is completed when the check is
used for payrolls. Boxes on the
upper left portion of the check face
provide for recording payment data
when the check is used for accounts
payable.

Payroll Use
For payroll use, the check forms

are typed out at the end of each pay
period. Hours worked, pay earned
and deductions are entered in the
appropriate boxes on the top vouch-
er section. The boxes on the check
face for accounts payable data are
disregarded.

The parts are then detached with
a quick snap of the stub and dis-
tributed as follows:

Part I-(blue safety paper) Pay-
roll Check, with top voucher at-
tached-given to the employee on
the pay day. The employee removes
the perforated top voucher pay
statement before cashing the check,
and retains it for income tax or
other record purposes.

Part 2-(white) Payroll Journal
Copy-used to prove the payroll
and for posting to the general ledg-
er. After the payroll is proved and
the postings made, the journal copy
is filed numerically in a journal post
binder by pay period. These copies
are later used for bank reconcilia-
tion purposes.

Part 3-(buff, heavier stock)
Employee Earnings Record Copy-
filed alphabetically in visible index
fashion in a multi -ring record binder
for use in preparing quarterly and
year-end tax reports as well as other
payroll data.

Accounts Payable Use
Checks for accounts payable are

typed out from vendors' invoices
and the invoice number, date, de-
scription and amounts are entered

in the boxes on the face of the
check. The top pay statement
voucher is disregarded.

Those made out for immediate
payment are signed, the parts de-
tached and distributed. Others are
held in a file for either due date or
discount date-or until the end of
the month. If additional invoices
from any of the vendors are re-
ceived during the month, it is a sim-
ple matter to add these to the pend-
ing checks. This makes it unneces-
sary to wait until the end of the
month and thus eliminates a month -
end rush to get checks in the mail.

When it is time for mailing, the
parts are detached with a quick snap
of the stub as before. The top
voucher, Employee Statement of
Earnings, which was not used, is de-
tached and discarded.

Part 1-Check-mailed to the
vendor in a standard window en-
velope. The check is designed for
such use to eliminate the extra job
of addressing envelopes.

Part 2-Check Record Copy-
placed in a record binder in numeri-

continued on page 66
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This dual purpose voucher check is used for
accounts payable. The top voucher is left blank and boxed
areas on the face of the check are filled in to record vendor information.
The check is detached at the second perforation before mailing, and
the unused top voucher is later detached and discarded.
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Dana's Model 3300 Digital Multimeter by Philip Dahlen

Designed for really rough

physical environments

 The manufacturer indicates that
this digital multimeter-which is
said to have a four -digit LED read-
out-is really designed to take phys-
ical abuse. Housed in a Lexan case
of virtually unbreakable design, it
will reportedly withstand dropping,
banging and many other stresses.
Containing low -power solid-state
circuitry, the case is said to need no
ventilation louvers, permitting oper-
ation under environmental condi-
tions where dust, dirt and water
often present problems to instru-
ment performance.

Further flexibility results from the
fact that this instrument may be
either ac operated (10w, 50Hz to
400Hz, 90v to 125v or 180v to
250v-switch selectable) or battery
operated. Specifications indicate
that this instrument can operate
eight continuous hours using the
nickel cadmium batteries supplied
with no degradation in operating
performance, the batteries being re-
charged during 16 hours of instru-
ment power -line use.

In addition to its ability to with-
stand physical abuse, the manufac-
turer indicates that the instrument
has 250v of overload protection
when making resistance measure-
ments and greater than 1000v of
protection when making ac or dc
measurements 

Dana's Model 3300 Digital multimeter. For
more details circle 900 on the Reader Service
Card.

Additional manufacturer specifications of interest
nician and service dealer include the following:

Resistance

Ranges:
Resolution:
Overrange:
Accuracy

at 23°C ±5°C:

Current Through
Unknown:

Current
Ranges:
Resolution:
Overrange:
DC Accuracy

at 23°C ±-5°C:

AC Accuracy
at 23°C ±5°C:

DC Voltage
Ranges:
Resolution:
Overrange:
Accuracy
at 23°C ±-5°C:

Polarity:
Input Resistance:

Normal Mode
Noise Rejection:

AC Voltage
Ranges:
Resolution:
Overrange:
Accuracy

at 23°C ±-5°C:

Input Impedance:

General

Dimensions:
Weight:

Warm-up Time:
Operating
Temperature:

to the electronic tech -

1K, 10K, 100K, IM and 10M
Hi on 1K range
100% on all ranges
± (.2% of reading + .1% of full scale) for 1K, 10K

and 100K ranges
--I: (.5% of reading + .1% of full scale) for 1M and

10M ranges

.1ma maximum

100µa, lma, 10ma, 100ma and 1000ma
lOna on 100/1a range
100% on all ranges
±(.2% of reading + .1% of full scale) for 100tia

through 100ma ranges
(.4% of reading + .1% of full scale) for 1000ma
range

± (1.0% of reading + .1% of full scale) for 100µa
range

± (.3% of reading + .1% of full scale) for lma, 10ma
and 100ma ranges

± (.5% of reading + .1% of full scale) for 1000ma
range

.1v, lv, 10v, 100v and 1000v
100mv on .1v range
100% on all ranges -1000v maximum

 (.1% of reading + .1% of full scale)
Automatic, Bipolar
1000M on .1v and lv ranges,
10M on all other ranges

40dB at or near line frequency

lv, 10v, 100v and 1000v rms
lmv on lv range
100% of all ranges -1000v maximum

(.2% of reading + .1% of full scale)
quency range of 50Hz to 10kHz
(.5% of reading + .1% of full scale)
quency range of 10kHz to 20kHz

1M shunted by 100pf

over a fre-

over a fre-

81/2 in. wide by 31/2 in. high by 11 in. long
51/2 lb without batteries
71/2 lb. with batteries
30 minutes for full accuracy

0°C to 50°C (32°F to 122°F)
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Ford Vans
...born and bred for city work.

City service demands a lot from a
truck. And Ford Econolines...Amer-
ica's No. 1 vans . .. really deliver.
A choice of swinging or sliding
doors, for example . whichever
might fit
your needs.
Only Ford
offers you
both. The
latest slid-
ing type rides on three tracks with
true -center support . . . to give you
smooth one -hand operation.
Short overall length .. . shorter than
other comparable vans ... gets you
through city traffic easier ... into
skimpy parking spots faster.

Twin -I -Beam independent front sus-
pension uses

two forged
l -team axles
to give Econ-

olines special toughness. And uses
big coil springs to smooth the ride

for driver and load alike

Ford's out -front
servicing saves you

time in the shop, too.
Just flip up the hood

to reach water, oil, bat-
tery, voltage regulator
and more.

Payload ratings up to 4,250 lbs. give
Econol'nes the capacity for your big-
gest jobs. And now Ford offers the

. for mcre details circle 115 on Reader Service Carl

E-300 Parcel Van with 6 -foot -high
walk-in bodies, 10 or 12 feet long. A
wide choice of regular Van and Super
Van models, too. Get the full story at
your Ford Dealer's now.
Availability may be subject to Environ-
mental Protection Agency certification.

FORD
ECONOLINE

VANS
FORD DIVISION
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COLORFAX
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color -TV Chassis JA-One Predominate Color with Retrace Lines

To correct this symptom check transistors Q600, Q604
and Q606. If any of them have failed, inspect resistors
R624, R626 and R628 (6.8K) to see if they are the

Ill

rounded end type as shown (left) in the illustration.
Stackpole or Allen-Bradley resistor replacements (right)
are preferred in this application.

Color -TV Chassis JA-Low Brightness and Overload with Strong Signals

Low -brightness and overload with a strong signal symp-
tom is often caused by the scan rectified 22v source not
regulating properly. A possible correction to the problem
is to modify the 22v regulator circuit in the following
manner:

Remove diode Y405, resistor R414 and the griplet shown
in the original simplified schematic. Replace, as shown in
the modified circuit, resistor R414 with a 2.211 1/2w resistor.

New

Cordless SOLDERING IRON
greatest advance in soldering

since electricity
The new Wahl "Iso-Tip" lets you solder in difficult -to -work places
without a cord hindering your action; lets you move from place to
place without plug or extension cord! (Patents Applied For)
Just press the button and you have soldering
heat in 5 seconds. Nickel cadmium batteries
power up to 100 joints or more. Recharges
in stand (included) to full charge over
night. Replaceable, isolated tip design
eliminates electrical leakage and
need for grounding. Tip per
formance equivalent up to 50
Watts. Fine tip standard. Work
light and pilot light built-in
Weighs less than 6 ounces! See
how fast and easy soldering
can be. Only Wahl makes it -
$19.95.

WAHL
CLIPPER CORPORATION
Department 4
2902 Locust Street
Sterling, Illinois 61081
815-625-6525

Contact your local distributor or write direct.

YbS

G spiel
P414

ORIGINAL CIRCUIT

P414

414 1-1 7 . G.11,0

Replace diode Y405 with a Q402 transistor (EP15X1). A
Q402 transistor and a 2.211, 1/2w resistor are supplied with
Q400 replacement transistors (EP15X11).

Color -TV Chassis C1/11 and C2/L2-Chroma Gain

A definite increase in color gain and contrast can be
achieved by setting the AGC control, R203, as high as pos-
sible without overload. Sets produced after December 1,
1972 (5Z1N) were factory adjusted to the higher AGC
setting. Sets prior to this date can, in most cases, be im-
proved by this AGC level increase.

If the set has been in service for a time, it may be ad-
visable to check the 8CB11, 3rd IF tube. In some rare

FRONT

2,3 (

EARLY PRODUCTION

P -N

CABINET BOTTOM

LATE PRODUCTION

cases, the video alignment may also need to be checked.
On C chassis sets, the AGC control can be adjusted

through a hole in the bottom of the early production TV
sets, and through a cabinet bottom slot in later models. An
insulated screw driver less than 1/2 -in. in diameter is re-
quired. An excellent tool for this purpose is an EP69X32
HORIZONTAL HOLD control shaft that can be sharpened to a
screw driver point. See illustrations for the AGC control lo-
cation on early and late production models.

... for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL
Three Function Remote Control

Models 19TS121C, 1 9TS129C and 21TS711C are
equipped with a three function remote control for opera-
tion of the VHF CHANNEL CHANGE, ON/OFF and VOLUME
control (Low, Medium, High) functions. The tuner can be
programmed to bypass unused VHF channels.

The sets may be controlled either with the usual front
mounted controls or the hand-held electronic transmitter,
Model R300TA. Pressing the VHF button on the trans-
mitter transmits a 41.5kHz CW signal, the ON/OFF button
a 38.5kHz CW signal and the VOLUME button a 35.5kHz
CW signal.

The Model R300R amplifier receives the signals with a
small microphone and selects and amplifies each signal
for relay control of the TV -set circuits, as shown in the
simplified diagram.

The TV set can be turned ox or OFF by using the remote
transmitter or the manual switch, SW102, on the control
panel. When switch SW102 is closed, ac current flows from
the 120v ac source through fuse F101, switch SW102 and
relay coil K261. This closes the contacts of K261, apply-
ing power to the TV set.

When an ON/OFF signal is picked up by the remote re-
ceiver, transistor Q6 is forward biased so that current will
flow through the transistor and RL2 dc relay coil. This
closes the relay contacts and applies power to K261, turn-
ing the TV set ON. Relay K261 is a bi-stable type; thus, the
TV set will remain ON until power is again applied to the
K26I coil through SW102 or RL2. A set of contacts on
K261 also supplies a ground return path for the VHF mo-
tor coil and RL5 volume step relay at any time that K261
is in the ON position.

1

I Q5 RL I
'VHF CHAN.CHANGE VHF

REMOTE
RECEIVER

Q6
ON -OFF

Q7
VOL

L 0+

It r
kSW103 THRUST SW. jI

il lk LI

SWI01 PROGRAM SW.

HEM
RL2

ON -OFF

I K2(01
ON -OFF

I RELAY II OFFri

I V
(MOTOR
I COIL-J

111Sw102 ON -OFF SW
IMANUAU

Fl

120V
60Hz

L

RL 3
VOL.

- 1

I RI,5
VOLUME

ISTEP RELAY

When a channel change signal is picked up by the re-
mote receiver, transistor Q5 is forward biased so that cur-
rent will flow through the transistor and RL1 dc relay coil,
thus closing the RLI contacts and applying power to the
VHF motor coil. The SW103 thrust switch closes when
power is applied to the VHF motor coil-this switch pre-
vents power from being applied to the motor through
switch SW101 when the VHF is manually tuned.

If the tuner is turned to an unused channel, the SW101
program switch will be closed by a preset program screw
on the channel strip. When SW101 is closed, power will
continue to be applied to the motor coil through F101,
SW101 and SW103. When SW101 senses an operable chan-
nel, it will open and stop the tuner on that channel.

When a volume change signal is picked up by the re-
mote receiver, transistor Q7 is forward biased so that cur-
rent will flow through the transistor and the RL3 dc relay
coil. This causes the RL3 contacts to close and apply pow-
er to the RL5 volume -step relay coil, which will step the
set volume to the next level.

Tape Recorder Model CTR571-Service Hint

A few reports indicate that the Model CTR571 tape
recorder is operating at too slow a speed. This would be
particularly noticeable when playing a prerecorded tape
or one recorded on another machine.

Upon checking, it was noted that the problem was
caused by the S3 power microswitch (2077A151-72) hav-
ing a few ohms of resistance when closed. An easy way to
check this is to put a jumper across the switch while the
motor is operating. If the motor speeds up when the switch
is bypassed, replace the switch.

Comments from our readers are always welcome.

Address your letters to:

Phillip Dahlen, C.E.T., Editor
Electronic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

TV RECEIVERS .
continued from page 48

hybrid type employing two integrated -circuit modules,
seven transistors and three dual-purpose tubes. This
chassis is similar to the T960 series in many respects,
with only some variations in chassis layout, tube types
and power supply.

MOTOROLA
The Insta-Matic color tuning control is reportedly

featured on all of Motorola's color -TV receivers, in-
cluding a 14 -in. (measured diagonally) portable model.
All solid-state chassis will be featured in 18 sets, the
remaining 16 receivers in the line being Quasar II color -
TV units with four tube chassis and Quasar portable
color -TV sets with five tube chassis.

There are nine models in the line with two -button
remote control and three 1973 introductions of 23 -in.
(measured diagonally) Quasar II color -TV consoles.

A 14 -in. (measured diagonally) portable color -TV
set, Model WP412JW, is included with plug-in modules
and a 70 channel detent UHF tuner; while a deluxe 16 -
in. (measured diagonally) Quasar color -TV portable,
Model WP45001W, features a detachable color high-
light screen and includes a cart.

Introduced is a 21 -in. (measured diagonally) Quasar
continued on page 64
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Find Out

How Selling

the DeltAlert

Nome Alarm

System

Makes a Secure

P & L Statement

Make money in the expand-
ing home alarm market by sell-
ing DeltAlert, the reliable,
sophisticated ultrasonic sys-
tem that assures customer sat-
isfaction. Priced right so you
can forget about call-backs, it
carries the kind of margin that
makes it all worth while. No big
cash tie-up in inventory ...you
order as necessary (experience
shows consistent, fast reorders
from dealers).

Find out how the DeltAlert
and DeltaHorn accessories are
your sure boost to profits.
Send for complete information now.
"Delta Products, One Of America's

Finest Names In Electronics"

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
,'HONE

DEPT. ETD
for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card

NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

ANTENNA 703

Reduces electrical noise
and interference

The Quantum Antenna series uses a

new design concept to reduce prob-
lems of electrical noise and interfer-
ence. The antenna series reportedly
provides high -signal sensitivity but
concentrates on supplying directivity
needed to reject increasing amounts
of electrical noise. The antenna series

is highly directive with front -to -back
ratios reportedly up to 50% higher
than the company's Color Crossfire.
The line encompasses 7 VHF/FM and
8 UHF/VHF/FM models for metro-
politan to fringe areas. The series is
said to provide high UHF performance
with a tunable sector that provides up
to 40% increased power over the Col-
or Vector series. Twin -boom construc-
tion is employed with two crossarms
which are buttressed by all weather
ABS mounting blocks to provide extra
strength. For FM interference areas,
an optional FM trap is available.
Channel Master.

PHOTO -ELECTRIC ALARM 704

Light beam made invisible with
an infrared filter

A flush -mounted photoelectric
beambreaker for burglar alarm detec-
tion, counting and entrance announc-
ing, designated the Model MW -015,
consists of a light source or projector,
a transformer and a photocell receiver
unit. The light beam is reportedly made
invisible with an infrared filter. Beam
interruption reduces the receiver cur-
rent so that a closed or series protec-
tive circuit system will alarm. Features
of the unit include 50 -ft range, incon-
spicuous installation, ac input power

and easy alignment. Beam alignment is
done without the infrared filter using
10° beam adjustments. The projector
receives power from a transformer

that plugs into a wall outlet, while the
receiver obtains its power from the
external alarm circuit. Mountain West
Alarm.

COAXIAL CABLE 705
Easy to install
pre -terminated cable

New coaxial cable products for two-
way radio are packaged in specific
lengths and fully terminated at both
ends with standard PL -259 connectors.
All cables are said to have low -loss
foam dielectric, braid shielding, black
plastic jacketing and mate with most
two-way radio equipment terminals.
The cable is packaged in polyethylene

?lastic bags with integral molded car-
rying handles in 15-, 25- and 50 -ft
lengths of a 58A/U-type conductor
cable. Where high power carrying cap-
ability and low signal losses are de-
sired, packaged lengths of 25, 50, 75
and 100 ft of a heavier 8/U type ca-
ble are also available. Belden Corp.

TUNER CLEANING TAB 706

Contains non -evaporating
cleaner lubricant

Tuner Tab is a special pad saturated
with a non -evaporating cleaner lubri-
cant that reportedly cleans and pol-
ishes the tuner contacts on strip -type
VHF tuners while they are rotated. It
is claimed that no other cleaners or
sprays are needed with the cleaning
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tab. Installation is fast and simple, just
remove the tuner shield cover and
place the self adhering tuner tab on

 Cleaning and

lubricating Tab

At THE ULTIMATE IN SELF CLEANING

The cell, of Tuner Tabs contain the
finest Cleaner Labe evadable.

the inside of the cover. The tab is re-
portedly harmless to plastic and other
tuner components and does not detune
or cause frequency drift. Universal
Tuner Tabs.

RF COILS AND CHOKES 707

Well protected in
heat -shrink packaging

An easy access packaging for RF
coils, chokes and components is de-
signed for use with the company's rack
merchandisers. The units can also be
used on standard peg board hooks.
Complete specifications and diagrams

are packed with coils where applicable
to assure maximum information to
users. Shrink packaging with 5 -mil
clear vinyl film holds the components
firmly in place and permits clear, see-
through examinations of the units. J.
W. Miller.

COLOR -CODED CORRUGATED
BINS 708

Available in many
popular sizes

A line of corrugated bins in five
eye-catching colors enables the user to
identify the correct bin at a glance.
These come in a choice of decorator
shades of green, blue, red, orange and
brown-in the most popular sizes:
12 -in. deep by 2 -in., 4 -in., 6 -in. or
8 -in. wide; and 18 -in. deep by 4 -in. or
6 -in. wide. Some are priced as low as
160 each. Constructed of heavy duty
corrugated board, each bin carries an
index panel on the side and front as a

further aid for identification and in-
ventory control. A special cut -down

front design enables the user to see
in and insert or remove contents with-
out taking the bin from the shelf.
Kole Enterprises, Inc.

ANTENNA DISPLAY
A self service display
for increased sales

709

The Model DB-3 antenna replace-
ment display board is a pegboard
mounted display-measuring 22 in. by
22 in.-that is intended for service

continued on next page
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DC MOTORS & BELTS

COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE.

CALL YOUR WELTRON DISTRIBUTOR TODAY!

or write or call direct:

eltron
COMPANY

r14 East Peat)ody Street Durham. N C 27702
919-682-0333

... for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card

Prevent
Shop

Lifting!
Tie 'em up with
CLERK ALERT.

0

Shoplifting is big business. No merchant.
large or small, is immune. The results are
disastrous to a P8L statement. That s why
we developed Clerk Alert. a unique advance-
ment in crime fighting devices. This com-
pletely solid state system installs with a
simple plug-in, and secures any merchan-
dise through which a light phono cable can
be looped or threaded.

Clerk Alert is fail-safe. Turn the key and
the unit is activated. Any tampering. punc-
turing. cutting. breaking or removal of the
cables actuates the alarm. There is no way
to deactivate the unit without the key!

Clerk Alert runs on AC and /or DC. It
operates on a harmless 12 volt U.L. ap-
proved power source. plugs into any 115
volt outlet. and automatically switches to
battery when the power is interrupted.

Clerk Alert weighs in at 3 pounds and
measures only 3- x 3" x 7" And it's priced
to sell.

Tie up your profits with Clerk Alert.
Send for free literature today!

A Dept ETDT1

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147 / Grand Junction. Colo. 81501

(303) 242-9000
Please rush me free information on Clerk Alert.

Name

Address

City State Zip

. for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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FI/VC*0
teiecaster

LIFTS ANY STYLE TV CABINET-
APPLIANCES, DESKS & FILES
"T" -HANDLE

PADDED I HT BRACKET -

RATCHET BALL BEARINGS

RUBBER TIRES

SQUARE

TUBULAR FRAME

AUTOMOTIVE

TYPE JACK

STEEL WHEELS

FEATURES
 Completely Assembled (except for wheels)
si Will clear 3 normal steps in same

method used to load Service Truck.

 Can be "walked" up and down steps.
 Can be used to tip set down to work

on bottom.

 Can remain attached to set enroute to
or from customer.

 Can be used to move long cabinets in
shop by putting Tele-Caster under one
end and service man lifting other end
and wheeling like a wheelbarrow, without
strapping unit.

 Jack easily adjusts Tele-Caster for
any length legs.

 Operator never needs to lift more than
approximately one half of weight.

r.

WITH L I c,s FLUSH WITH FLOOR

Model TC-1 DEALER NET $ 50
WRITE FOR CATALOG 20-621 UNIF

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford. Ohio 44146

NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 57

dealers to hang in the front of their
store where customers can see it, or
even over the bench for easy access

when repairing TV sets. The manufac-
turer indicates that their assortment of
only 13 types will replace 90 to 95%
of the TV and FM receivers and walk-
ie-talkie rod antennas required for to-
day's sets. Great Western Aviation.

ADJUSTA-SPRAY 710

Variable valve for
electronic chemicals

A new Adjusta-Spray package for
electronic chemicals has a valve with
variable spray intensity and a special,

spray nozzle
that may be
used with or
without ex-
tender tubes.
The variable
valve is said
to be avail-
able with 8
oz cans of
the firms
electronic

chemicals. According to the company,
you can not only put the spray exactly
where you want it, but can also regu-
late the spray to the amount you de-
sire, permitting the exact amount for
the job. Chemtronics.

TRANSISTOR CURVE 711
GENERATOR

Available as kit or
factory wired

A Transistor Curve Generator,
known as the Model TCG-1, is de-
signed for testing transistors and other

111

semiconductor devices in or out of cir-
cuit when used with any scope. The
scope then displays the dynamic char-
acteristics of both NPN and PNP
transistors, FET's, MOSFET's and
dual -gate MOSFET's diodes, zener
diodes, tunnel diodes and other de-
vices. One special feature includes a
direct transistor "Beta" readout on the
front panel of the BASE -DRIVE control.
NPN and PNP transistors can be test-
ed consecutively without changing con-
trols or switches. Vertical and horizon-
tal channels of the oscilloscope are
calibrated simultaneously for accurate

O ssi

010 Nte

goo0.
r '10

ttiOr

readings. In addition to displaying the
collector current versus collector volt-
age "family of curves," the instrument
also tests transistor "open base" and
"shorted base" collector breakdown
voltage. It measures 6 in. high by 41/2
in. wide by 21/2 in. deep and features
a brushed aluminum front panel and
black anodized aluminum cover.
Darco.

FIELD STRENGTH METER 712

Handles signals as small as
32iu,v and large as 100,000µv

The Model AIM -719 Field Strength
Meter is designed for fast accurate
measurement of all UHF and VHF

picture and sound carriers, plus all
FM stations and interference that falls

for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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within the TV and FM frequency
range. The meter provides signal
strength readings directly in dBmv
(decibel -microvolts) as well as micro-
volts. Tuning is continuous from
54MHz to 216MHz and from 470MHz
to 890MHz. While input is matched
to 75f1, the meter can also accept
300,(1 inputs using the plug-in matching
transformer supplied. The instrument
is powered by four 9v batteries and
measures 93/4 in. long by 51/2 in. wide
by 71/2 in. high, and weighs 61/2 lb.
Jerrold.

SEMICONDUCTOR CHECKER

Allows checks in or 713
out of circuit

The Model 17 semiconductor check-
er is designed for high efficiency shop
operation and allows checks of diodes
and transistors in -or -out of circuit.
The curve tracer will reportedly oper-
ate with virtually any scope as a read-
out device. Shorts, opens, leakage and
unstable interconnections are detected
with the scope's presentation. Features
offered include controlled voltage and
currents (15v p -p and 10ma p -p), test
bars for out -of -circuit checks and test
leads for in -circuit use. Ames Elec-
tronics, Inc.

HOOK-UP WIRE

Packaged in clear
self -dispensing container

Hook-up wire in
25 -ft spools and
available in differ-
ent colors, is pack-
aged in a clear
plastic, self -dis-
pensing container.
The container cap
has a convenient
hook top for peg-
board hanging. The
container size mea-
sures 13/8 -in. in di-
ameter by 3 -in.
long. Unistrand 22
gauge, UL ap-
proved 105° C
Type FR -1 wire is
used. Workman
Electronic Products.

AL

714

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.

Please enclose a complete address label

from one of your recent issues.

Pix-Illate TM

the erg Inter
vou can afford to take alone
only... s311.85

A quality CRT tester with
individual test for each gun.
 Compare guns for emission.
 Test for leakage and shorts.
 Legible 3 color scale.
 Compact, portable, rugged.
 Avoid recalls, check the CRT

on every call.

WRITE US!

MODEL
KP 710

take alone the time savers
 PIX MATE  CRYS-MATE  GEN MATE

 SOUND -MATE  TRACE -MATE

TereiVINam The Caddy -Mate line.
2245 PITKIN AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11207

. for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card

SOLVE YOUR DRIVE
BELT PROBLEMS IN

MINUTES
with ONEIDA'S all new
DRIVE BELT KITS

 Eliminates "Down Time" on special and
foreign belts.

 No need to stock replacement belts; makes
any size in minutes.

 No molds or complicated vulcanizing proc-
esses to follow.

 No special skill required, cutting guide, cut-
ting tools and adhesive all included.

 Special Insta-Weld adhesive makes re-
plicement belts as strong as or stronger
than originals for lasting repairs.

ORK-1 Round Rubber Drive
Belt Kit $19.95

ORK-2 Flat and Square
Rubber Drive Belt Kit $19.95

ORK-3 "0" Ring Kit $19.95
Get up to five times your investment back in belt
sales. Each of these kits will make from 80-100
diillars or more in rubber drive belts. Included
with the kit is the special cutting guide, razor
bade, Special Insta-Weld® adhesive, a large quan-
t'ty of rubber stock and easy -to -follow directions.
Pothing has been left out. Packed in an attractive,
handy, plastic box that fits into the tube caddy or
rn the bench. Now, you can replace over 90% of
the belts found on tape recorders, phonographs
and cassette recorders, both foreign and domestic,
right on the spot. Check with your distributor now.
If he doesn't stock them, ask him to order them
for you today.

PERMABOND ADHESIVE
POWER
WITH

ONEIDA'S
Insta-Weld R

Makes Space
Age Bonds

Great for: Rubber  Plastic 
Metal  Ceramics  Glass  Etc.

Insta-Weld® is new, not epoxy, nothing you have
heard of before. There is no mixing, just apply
and hold parts together. Just seconds are all that
is required for a bond stronger than anything you
could ever get before. One drop supports 2,000
pounds per square inch.
Now make economical repairs that were never be-
fore possible. Extremely economical, up to 132

bonds per tube.

NEW INSTA-WELD'
only $2.00 per 2 -gram tube

neida
ELECTRONICmEAD NMNFAG.. ,1613N3C5.
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WORKMAN
Sub,ritr, of I", TECIIIOLOGV I Al"
BOX 3828 SARASOTA. CIA 33578

OEM and REPLACEMENT
MANUFACTURERS OF

FAIL

SAFE
IN

MOLDED
BLACK

PHENOLIC
CASE

14 Models
FA1 to FA7

&FAD Dual
BREAKER

FREE

FREE

CIRCUIT

BREAKERS

BUTTON EXTENSION
IN PACKAGE

VEST POCKET
CROSS REFERENCE

ASK FOR BOOKLET t: X53

RECOGNIZED UNDER THE
COMPONENT PROGRAM OF

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES,INC.

. . . for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card

DEALER SHOWCASE

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

TV HARDWARE DISPLAY 715

Designed to increase sales
and reduce pilferage

A compact, self-service Space Mod-
ule-called the SM-3-is said to dis-
play the fastest moving TV hardware

and accessor-
ies. The TV
reception aids
are packaged
in full -color,
blister -carded
packs to stop
pilferage and
attract the
customer.
Automatic
reorder re-
minder cards
are also fea-

when it is time to
reorder each product. It indicates the
model number and position of each
product on the display. Included in

arleterioNAos

tured, which appear

SALES SLIP on NCR
with PORTABLE REGISTER

...provides instant copies of every
transaction on -the -spot, without carbons.
Compact, lightweight, easy -to -operate ...
just write up sale ... release Sales Slip, pull
out and detach ... next form is in place,
ready -to -use.

NCR paper adds efficiency to your business.
Saves time and money by eliminating the
need to adjust, replace or throw away
messy, dirty carbon paper. This modern sys-
tem is business -like yet not expensive. Sales
Slips priced as low as $9.95 ... in quanti-
ties of 250 printed with your heading.

NM II= .....
III Please rush more information on Sales Slips,

and catalog of other time -saving forms.
Name

Street

City, State & Zip

I
I

Your line of business

EA/ ) Mail to: New England Business Service, Inc.
ja P.O. Box 500, Dept. 237. Townsend, Mass. 01469

*NCR PAPER -A REGISTERED TRADEMARK of NATIONAL CASH REGISTER
. for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card

COMPANY

the assortment are: FM filters, UHF -
VHF signal band splitters, wire, ring
and clamp sets, mast anchors, wall
mounts, turnbuckles and wire hooks.
There are eight products in all. Gavin
Electronics.

TWO-WAY RADIO 716

Uses dual monolithic
high -IF crystal filters

A solid-state, two-way business ra-
dio, Model FM -2101, is designed for
a frequency coverage of 148-174MHz.
It reportedly has a sensitivity of at
least 0.5µ,v for 20dB quieting, 0.35p,v
for 12dB Sinad, and a selectivity of
16kHz at 6dB and 30kHz at 70dB.
The audio power is 2w with less than
10% distortion and the squelch range
of 0.2 to 0.8pv. The transmitter emis-

sion is 16F3 (frequency -modulated)
and the frequency tolerance is .0005%
from -30° C to 60° C. The RF pow-
er output is lOw or 25w depending on
the model selected. The unit measures
63/4 in. W by 2% in. H by 9 in. D
without tray, and weighs 5 lb. Sonar.

CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

Controls are positioned 717

for one hand operation

The Model TC-30 car stereo cas-
sette player automatically plays both
sides of a cassette, freeing the driver
from the distraction of cassette -flip-
ping at end -of -tape. Electronic track

switching allows the four -channel in -
line head and the cassette to remain
stationary while playing in either di-
rection. This eliminates the possibility
of misalignment of the head with the
tape during track switching. Before the
end -of -tape is reached, the cassette can
be ejected, or its direction changed by
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pressing a button. The TC-30 features
instaload cassette loading, which facili-
tates inserting a cassette with one
hand. The cassette drops down to en-
gage a rigidly -mounted transport and
head assembly. Also featured are dual -
differential balanced flywheels to pre-
vent wow and flutter from roadshock,
arrows that light up to indicate direc-
tion or tape travel, locking FAST FOR-
WARD and REWIND, separate TONE,
VOLUME, BALANCE controls, and auto-
matic eject at end -of -tape in fast for-
ward and rewind modes. All controls
are logically positioned for one -hand
operation. The unit can be installed in
any automobile with 12v negative
ground electrical system. Price:
$149.95. Superscope, Inc.

RECORDER/PLAYER
MAINTENANCE KIT

For cleaning/demagnetizing
cassette recorders/players

The Model QM -1 Cassette Main-
tenance Kit has been designed for the
cleaning, maintenance and demagnet-
ization of cassette recorders and play-
ers. The kit contains six accessories
which are said to be ideally suited for
routine cleaning and maintenance of
heads, capstan, pressure rollers and

tape guides. A cassette head demag-
netizer is included, plus a splicer and
supply of bleed -free Mylar splicing

tape to facilitate rapid editing and re-
pair of .150 -in. tapes. Nortronics Co.

8 -TRACK CLEANER AND 719
TUNE-UP

718 Both require only
10 sec applications

Two products for eight -track main-
tenance, both double headers, are now
available. One combines a tape -drive
capstan cleaner and a beeper head
cleaner end -to -end in a flip-flop car-
tridge case; while the other provides
a non-abrasive drive cleaner and a
head cleaner in similar siamese-twin
fashion. The new double header car -

continued on next page

all test Ms
sou I STATE

with a THEMATIC

service:
Motorola
Zenith
Sylvania
RCA ...etc. etc ...

 Converts any test jig to service
any solid state TV.

 Simple plug-in operation
 Economical - Saves buying a

solid state jig.
 Versatile - Dual impedance.

Available from your distributor.

t

I:
17

MODEL
TA 3000

2245 PITKIN AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11207

Write Us! Free subscription for current cross-reference charts

SUIT
YOUR
SELF

r.

8_

FROM ANTENNAS
TO AMPLIFIERS!

Ride the Antennacraft rocket.
Ian i space-age sales. With new
CDX color antennas, super -
swept Colorfinder series Cus-
tom Area Specials. boosted
by Gavin selling power! New
space-age indoor and outdoor
antennas M ATV hardware and
accessories. UHF TV conver-
ter>. Get with Project Pro-
fits. Get on the M.A.P. with
Antennacraft and Gavin!
°W-ite for top secret M.A.P. facts

ANTENNACRAFT
P.O. BOX 1005 Burlington, Iowa

AC (319) 754-7575 TWX 910-525-1133

Davin
0
Gavin Electronics
1450U S Route 22
Somerville N J 08876
(201)356 3500

11111M1111111SZP=ZEIZEIMIIIIN

troillWair

OUTDOOR
ANTENNAS

FARDWARE
ACCESSORIES
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The right
control for
over 1,000

applications

The right control for exact
replacement is most often a
Centralab miniature wire -
wound control. They're the
time and temper savers for
all your trouble shooting.

Centralab wirewounds
are available in both 11/2

and 3 watt ratings in four
mounting styles: flange, PC,
tab and bushing mount. Re-
sistance values range from
1.5 ohm to 15K ohms. And,
for added convenience,
nylon plug-in shafts and
tandem twin couplers are
available. Ask for Centralab
wirewound controls from
your Centralab stocking
distributor.

DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS

-bb,mom=imimmwJ
CENTRALAB

Electronics Division
GLOBE -UNION INC

DEALER SHOWCASE
continued from page 61

tridges fit eight -track players from
either end. The THC-14 tune-up unit
has a cleaning tape with recorded beeps
to signal the number of times the
player head has been contacted. :It

should be run for three beeps after
40 hrs of equipment use.) Back-to-
back is the capstan tape (for a 10
sec application after 40 hrs), which
cleans and polishes the capstan drive
to help eliminate wow and flutter and
prevent tape pull-out and breakage.
The second double -ended cartridge,
the THC-15, includes a supply of spe-
cial head -cleaning solution designed
to work with the non-abrasive poly-
ester cleaning fabric in the cartridge.
One end is for cleaning the player

take a quick look...

...at readable
23 channel CB.
Bold, illuminated numbers on
the Messenger 122 make
channel changing fast and
sure. Its unique rotary drum
dial makes these larger
numbers possible. But that's
only part of the picture ...
Inside is advanced solid-state
circuitry with a ceramic filter,
speech compression, and
much more. U.S.-Made -
backed by our full 1 -year parts
and labor warranty. For just
$139.95 suggested list price.

Messenger 122.

JOHNSON
Waseca. Minnesota 56093

head after 15 hrs of use, the other for
cleaning the capstan drive after 40
hrs. Both require 10 sec applications.
Robins Industries Corp.

SSB MARINE TRANSCEIVER 720
Range of up
to 500 miles

A marine single-sideband, two-way
radio, Model MHF 650, is designed
for use between ships and to shore
stations. Operating on any of eight
channels in the frequency range from
2MHz through 6.6MHz, the unit is

powered by a standard 12v electrical
supply. Designed for coastal cruising,
it reportedly has a broadcasting range
of up to 500 miles. The unit measures
5 in. by 11 in. by 15 in. Cubic Corp.

STEREO HEADPHONE SET 721

Frequency response
of 15Hz to 25kHz

The new VCH-100 stereo/mono
headphone set is complete with a 15 -
ft coiled cord and standard three -con-
ductor phone plug. The set reproduces
sound over a wide frequency range
with high quality, the reported fre-
quency response being from 15Hz to
25kHz. Power handling capacity is 1w

and impedance is 4 to 1611. The head-
set has individual VOLUME controls
and padded cushion ear rests for user
comfort. List price is $39.95. Duo -
tone Co., Inc.

... for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card . . for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Tools

A 184 -page catalog lists tools,
standard items, and those unusual
hard to find items. Tools kits for
every type of assembly are available
in standard or design your own kit
form. Techni-Tool, Inc., 1216 Arch
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107.

Solid -State Replacement Parts
Catalog

A four -page catalog on solid-state
replacement and renewal parts for
color TV receivers lists solid-state
solid -tube high -voltage rectifiers,
focus rectifiers and damper diodes,
plus silicon and selenium focus car-
tridges, and includes diagrams show-
ing dimensional drawings and socket
connections for solid -tube solid-state
replacements of vacuum tubes, with
maximum ratings for pulse rectifier
service. Electronic Devices, Inc., 21
Gray Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N.Y.
10710.

Resistors
A 4 -page brochure is available

showing detailed data on carbon com-
position fixed resistors. Full charac-
teristics on 'A, 1/2, 1 and 2w rated
resistors with color coding, part num-
bering information and a table of
standard resistance values in accord-
ance with EIA resistance values are
also included. Characteristics include
resistance range, standard tolerance
and full temperature specifications. In-
ternational Components, a division of
IESC, 10 Daniel St., Farmingdale,
N.Y. 11735.

Test Instruments
A 28 -page, two-color Catalog, No.

BK-73, is released covering the manu-
facturer's test instrument line. The
listings include eight new items, three
of which are oscilloscopes, while two
pages are devoted to probes and other
accessories. The new items include the
Model 1470 Dual -Trace Triggered
Sweep Oscilloscope, Model 1465
Triggered -Sweep Scope, Model 1440
"Cali -Brain" Recurrent -Sweep Scope,
Model 281 Solid -State Digital Multi -
meter, Model 277 Solid -State Elec-
tronic Multimeter, Model 120P VOM,
Model 501-A Curve Tracer, and
Model HV-32 High -Voltage Probe.
Dynascan Corp., 1801 W., Belle
Plaine Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60613.
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Give them the picture
they paid for with RCA
antennas and rotators.
A great combination for great reception-and great sales. Because you cover
all reception requirements ..UHF, VHF FM or UHF -VHF combinations...color or
black-and-white...metropolitar or fringe areas. .with the full line of RCA Permacolor
antennas and RCA rotators. Each Permacolor antenna is precision engineered,
easy-to-install-a top quality performer Every RCA rotator features dynamic turning
power and pin -point accuracy. Plus handsome styling for maximum customer appeal.
And RCA antennas and rotators were developed with the space age techniques and
thorough testing that have mace the RCA name famous.

So give your customers the picture they paid for with the name RCAthey can rely on... RCA. The extra feature that means more
sales for you. At your RCA Parts and Accessories distributor

Parts and Accessories. Deptford. New Jersey 08096

... for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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* NEW
digital V.O.M. 5299
 26 ranges to measure ac/dc voltages from 100 microvolts
to 1200 V, ac/dc currents from 100 nanoamperes to 2 am-
peres and resistance from 100 milliohms to 20 megohms.
 Guaranteed to stay within specifications for one full year.
Fluke gives you the best specs and strongest warranty on the
market today for the lowest cost of ownership ever.  Wide
choice of options including rechargeable battery pack, digi-
tal printer output, deluxe test leads, high -voltage probe, RF
probe, 200 -amp ac current probe, carrying case, dust cover
and rack mounts.  Unique self -zero feature eliminates off-
set errors.  Rugged high -impact case with securely mounted
internal electronics.  Service centers throughout U.S., Can-
ada, Europe and Far East for 48 -hour turnaround repairs.

FLUKE P.O. Box 7428,
Seattle, Washington 98133.

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial
toll -free 800-426-0361 for address of office nearest you.

. .. for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card

Why pay an answering
service when you can

own your own?
1111I Dictaphone has a machine to

make sure you never lose an-
other cent through a missed
phone call or a garbled mes-
sage. In fact, we have a whole
line of them.

They're called Ansafones. You can buy one outright
or possibly lease it for about what you're paying your
answering service now. And it works for you 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.

For a free brochure describing how much an
Ansafone can help you, mail this coupon now.

4111,

()Dictaphone
NMI

Box L-10-24, 120 Old Post Road, Rye, New York 10580
Please send me full details of the Ansafone line.

Name

Company Phone_.

Address

City State _lip Code

IL
Ansafone and Dictaphone are registered trademarks of Dictaphone Corp.

. . . for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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TV RECEIVERS ...
continued from page 55

II table color -TV set, Model WT6100JW, which offers a
furniture look enhanced by rosewood color around the
control panel. Another color -TV set having the same
screen size is the Model G06100 portable, which comes
with a pedestal base containing concealed casters.

The 23 -in. (measured diagonally) Quasar II color -
TV consoles start with the Contemporary styled Model
WU8000JW.

Leading the introductions in the 25 -in. (measured
diagonally) Quasar "works in a drawer" color -TV con-
soles are two credenzas. These units have all solid-state

Motorola's Model Vill910611W color -TV set, featuring an all solid-state
chassis with plug-in modules. Courtesy of Motorola.

chassis, plug-in modules, UHF pushbutton tuning and
black surround matrix picture tubes. The Contemporary
styled unit is Model WU9106JW and the Mediterra-
nean design is the Model WU9108JP.

Five models are included in the deluxe furniture
series of Quasar "works in a drawer" color -TV con-
soles with 25 -in. (measured diagonally) screens. These
TV sets have controls hidden behind a front panel, all
solid-state chassis with plug-in modules, pushbutton
UHF tuning and black surround matrix picture tubes.
The Model WU9114JS has Early American design and
the Model WU911JP is Mediterranean styled.

Topping the 25 -in line are three remote -control
models with doublesided cabinets, dual speakers and the
"works in a drawer" feature. The Model TL9121JW
has Contemporary design, the Model TL9123JS is an
Early American style and the Model TL9125JP is
styled in Mediterranean.

There will also be some continued models making
up the 34 -model line of color -TV sets for 1973.

Motorola's line of B/W TV receivers for 1973 has the
"Quick Set" tuning control on eight models and 90 -day
in -home coverage on six in the 21- and 22 -in. (mea-
sured diagonally) screen sizes.

The six large screen models, including four consoles,
have a 100 percent solid-state chassis and include UHF
detent tuning. Up to eight local UHF channels may be
set by the user to be accommodated by the detent tun-
ing portion of the UHF tuner, which eliminates fine
tuning of those UHF channels. 



EDITORIAL...
continued from page 23

technician even bother with ISCET? For
the same reason that people in other
fields join unions-to improve their
economic future. (This, of course, also
includes such additional reasons as
technical advancement, pride in the
profession, association with peers, etc.)

Yes, some shops that may require
their employees to take the CET Exam
may also give raises once they have
passed the test. This is to help
encourage such activity for greater
future shop profits. Other shops feel-
correctly so-that productivity is the
real basis for salaries, and they do not
give such raises merely on the basis of
one's ability to pass an exam. However,
by preparing for the exam, one's
productivity increases with an improved
understanding of the job. And on the
basis of such an increase in productivity,
one is entitled to a raise-once such an
increase in productivity has been proven.
After all, why should a service dealer pay
an electronic technician more if the
electronic technician isn't able to
generate more revenue?

If the employer does not correlate
salaries with productivity, then the
highly skilled electronic technician
certainly does have a right to be upset.
In fact, he should seek employment

elsewhere-or better yet, go into
business for himself (note the first letter
in this month's Letters to the Editor
Column). With such an option, unions
haven't a chance.

Some readers might wonder how I can
speak with such certainty concerning
ISCET and its program. Well, at their
last convention, I was elected ISCET
Chairman. I am no longer on the cutside
looking in.

At that meeting I had the pleasure of
issuing a certificate to one of the
newest CETs-Larry Steckler, Editor of
RADIO ELECTRONICS. Larry has agreed

to be appointed (by me) as the new
Editor of the ISCET NEWSLETTER, filling
a vacancy left by Sam and Sharon
Wilson, who have done an excellent job
with that publication.

A preview copy of the preceding
portion of this editorial was sent to a
number of key members of ISCET for their
comments. Some of the responses
indicated a concern that what I have
stated is just a little too strongly
anti -union for publication in ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN/DEALER. For clarification, I

would like to indicate that it is my
personal belief that in our profession
there are alternatives preferable to
unions (one excellent professional outlet
being ISCET) provided the service dealers
choose to reward their employees

RAYTHEON

according to the degree of
professionalism attained. (I have known
of instances when employees have
refused expense -paid training during
their free time on Saturdays. Such
reluctance to self-improvement is not
very professional!) Where service dealers
choose not to let such a relationship
exist, unions may prove to be the best
alternative.

Teely's not taking any chances since he fell
down a chimney yesterday.

1971

Another vintage year
for the both of us.

1971 was a very good year. Ard 1972 already tastes even
better. The truth is every year's a vintage year for you,
the independent serviceman, and Raytheon, the largest

independent tube supplier in the business. Last year,
while a lot of other suppliers were running behind,

even dropping out of the race, the two of us had another
great year. We've come a long way together.
And like a good wine, we keep getting better.

That's because Raytheon works so well with you.
And never works without you. That's the kind of thing

that makes for a very good year for both of us. Year after year.
. tor more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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"STAR-TRACK" the most
Advanced Space -Age
VHF/UHF/FM Color
Antennas ever introduced!

Similar design
to antennas
used in space
program.

U.S. Patent
No.

 Corner Reflector Driven Disc Director Array for total
UHF coverage!

 Multiple Tuned, Cut -to -Channel VHF Elements for total
VHF and FM coverage!

 Maximum construction for long installation life!
 Exclusive Reynolds Aluminum COLORWELD durable

baked enamel Gold finish!
 Includes RMS SP -332 VHF/UHF Splitter for economical

single down -lead installation!

RANGE OF RECEPTION
Model VHF UHF

SK -716

SK719
SK -1117

SK -1519

SK -1916

SK -1919

Up to 50 miles
Up to 50 miles
Up to 125 miles
Up to 150 miles
Up to 175 miles
Up to 175 miles

Up to 50 miles
Up to 100 miles
Up to 75 miles
Up to 100 miles
Up to 50 miles
Up to 100 miles

Write for
Catalog
Profit
Details!-
.. . for more details circle 130 on Reader service Card

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700

KEEP 'EM
and

dCAal /Di tiwithOL E

When you use
Quietrole, you can

be sure of clean, quiet
operation, because you

are using the number one cleaning and
lubricating spray pack available.
Safe for any set, color, or
black and white. Absolutely
no harmful aftereffects of
any type.

In bottles too, if you prefer.
QUIETROLE . . . the choice of
better servicemen everywhere.

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina
... for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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CHECK VOUCHERS ...
continued from page 51

cal order to be totaled periodically
for gross debit to accounts payable,
credit to discount, and credit to
cash. It is also used later for bank
reconciliation.

Part 3-Voucher Register Copy
-used for account distribution. It
is attached to the paid voucher and
temporarily placed in a file by ac-
count number. Tapes are run on the
various accounts from which totals
are entered each month in the gen-
eral ledger. It is then filed alpha-
betically to become the paid invoice
file.

Advantages
There are a number of advan-

tages of this system. Among the
major ones are:
 One check does two jobs-pay-
roll and accounts payable.
 All required copies produced
with one typing, eliminating copy-
ing errors.
 Savings in clerical preparation
time and forms costs.
 Payroll checks can be prepared
in approximately half the time pre-
viously required.
 Posting of employee records is
mechanical since it is just a matter
of filing the prewritten check copies.
 Peak loads in preparing accounts
payables are considerably reduced
since most of the typing is done as
a by-product of the original entry.
 Trial balances are easier.
 Check fits standard window en-
velope, eliminating extra addressing
work.

"We have found this system to be
ideally suited for our business," Mr.
Arvisais stated. "A reduction of
over 50 percent of unproductive
clerical time has been achieved.

Forms inventory problems have
been eliminated since we have to
stock only one type of check for
both uses. Probably the greatest
benefit, however, is the improved
employee and supplier relations
since there are no delays in issuing
checks." 

TEKLAB REPORT ...
continued from page 41

used in this chassis consists of ca-
pacitors C202 and C204, diode
Y212, and resistors R206 and R210.
It supplies a long time -constant cir-
cuit for vertical sync pulses, a shorter
time -constant circuit for horizontal
sync pulses and a means of automa-
tically switching from one circuit
to the other. In all other respects,
the operation of the sync clipper is
quite conventional.

Horizontal -Sweep Circuits
The horizontal sweep section is

composed of four subsections which
consist of the AFC, oscillator,
pulse generator and output sections.
The AFC section contains the phase
detector diodes (Y201 and Y202)
and the saw tooth generator
(transistor Q207). Also included in
the oscillator section are the reac-
tance transistor, Q202, and the oscil-
lator transistor, Q203. Transistors
Q204 and Q205, and the associated
circuitry make up the pulse genera-
tor section; and transistor Q206
serves as the output section.

The AFC circuit is quite conven-
tional and similar to the circuits in
General Electric's C-1, C-2, N-2,
N-1 and U-1 TV chassis. The phase
detector circuit compares the phase
relationship between the internally
generated horizontal-sawtooth sig-

(CORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

TUaE

100 TUBES OR MORE
33c1411 TUBE

II

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain Tools

East or West Coast!
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE

NEW 48 PAGE
COLOR CATALOG

* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL

OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS
OVER $10.00

25`
PER TUBE

1,1,1
FROM THIS LIST

SAGS 6CB6
6AU6 616
6AX4 6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card



nal and the incoming horizontal -
sync pulses. An output voltage,
which is proportional to the phase
difference between the two signals,
is produced by the phase detector.

Transistor 0207 has no fixed for-
ward bias for its base -emitter junc-
tion, and therefore it only conducts
when triggered ON by positive -going
retrace pulses from the high -voltage
transformer. Its collector voltage
waveform would be rectangular if it
were not for the RC network com-
posed of capacitors C210 and C214,
and resistors R220, R218 and
R226. The waveform produced is
actually a sawtooth with a steep
trailing edge which is used by the
phase detector. The steepness allows
more accurate control of the hori-
zontal oscillator and less lateral pic-
ture shift over the pull -in range.
This type of phasing leads to precise
keying of the chroma burst gate,
making sure the color sync is always
accurately maintained.

The horizontal oscillator circuit
includes the reactance transistor,
Q202, and the oscillator transistor,
Q203. This circuit is similar to the
circuit used in the C-1, C-2 chassis
and is a variation of the Hartley os-
cillator circuit.

The pulse generator is a unique
transformer coupled monostable
multivibrator, which serves two
functions: It supplies constant width
pulses to the output transistor and
reduces loading on the horizontal
oscillator to improve stability.

The horizontal output transistor,
Q206, functions as a switch, which
is turned ON to initiate the sweep
cycle; and then at the proper time,
is turned OFF to allow the oscilla-
tory actions of other circuit com-
ponents to complete the cycle.

Summary
We welcomed the standardization

approach used on this chassis be-
cause of several significant advan-
tages. The greater number of com-
mon interchangeable parts will re-
duce his parts inventory and simpli-
fy troubleshooting with the substi-
tution method. Also, after becom-
ing familiar with one chassis the
technician should have no trouble
servicing a number of screen sizes.

The electronic technician will
likely be pleased with the efforts
made on this chassis to simplify
troubleshooting methods and com-
ponent removal. 

Put the first team
on the bench

Heathkit "Profit -Makers" pay-off
in price and performance
NEW IB 1102 120 MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER;
Another Heathlot first, An eight -digit counter
with illuminated overrange, gating, kHz and
MHz indicators. Preassembled temperature
compensated clock assures overall accuracy.
High -impedance, low -capacitance (FED input
circuit presents minimum loading. Automatic
triggering level permits "hands-off" opera-
tion. Sensitivity is 50 mV to 100 MHz, 125
mV above 100 MHz. The 1102 will accept in-
puts up to 120 V rms from 1 Hz to 150 Hz,
50 V at 4 MHz, and 3 Vat 120 MHz. Stability
is ±1 ppm from +10° to +40° C, and
aging rate is less than ±1 ppm per year.
Other features include ECL circuitry, 1 Hz resolution without switching
time base, 120/240 VAC operation, portable case with bail handle and
detachable line cord. Assemble yours in an easy 15 hours.
Kit IB-1102, 12 lbs 349.95*

IM -102 DIGITAL MULTIMETER; Measures AC and DC
voltage, current, and resistance, with automatic
switching for DC polarity. Five overlapping ranges
show voltage from 100uV to 1000V on DC; 5 rang-
es cover 100uV to 500V on AC; 10 ranges measure
100nA to 2A, AC or DC; 6 resistance ranges cover
0.1 ohm to 20 megohms. Input impedance is 1,000
megohms on the 2V range, 10 megohms on higher
ranges, with overload protection on all. 31/2 digits
for 100uV resolution on 200mV range, IV on
1000V. Automatic decimal point. Panel light indi-
cates over -range. DC calibrator, furnished assem-
bled, and unique transfer method allow calibration
to 0.2%. Unit can be lab calibrated to 0.1%. Kit
includes standard banana jack connectors complete with test
leads. Assembles in approximately 15 hours. For lab spec
performance on a budget...order your IM -102 today!
Kit IM -102, 9 lbs. 229.95
Kit ID -1041, high -voltage probe accessory, 1 lb. ... 6.95*

3499.

10-103 5" TRIGGERED SWEEP SCOPE; Maximum
flexibility in a general purpose scope, at a price
to fit any budget ... the new Heathkit 10-103 is
a tech's dream come true! Big 6x10 cm screen
with lighted graticule for easy, accurate meas-
urements. DC -10 MHz ±3 dB response with less
than 50 ns rise time on vertical channel. Hori-
zontal expansion gives x2 magnification ±5%
for a 50 ns/cm sweep rate. Triggered sweep,
too, with selection of either normal or automatic
modes. Other features are switch controlled
AC -DC coupling; provision for external triggering
signals and horizontal deflection signal; front -
mounted connectors for vertical inputs and 1V
peak -to -peak signal for checking calibration;
120/240 VAC operation. Put this budget -minder
to work for you now.
Kit 10-103, 37 lbs. 229.95

L

Free - Your 1973
Heathkit Catalog with
the world's largest
selection of
instrument kits.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Enclosec is $

7

, plus shipping.
Please send model(s)

 Please send FREE Heatikit Catalog.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. TE-260R

. . . for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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Since 1935

9:37TYMETER'
1,rns Ar A Glance

DIGITAL CLOCKS

DIGITAL
CLOCK MOVEMENTS
#130. . 1 2 HOUR # 131. . 2 4 HOUR

DIGITS RESETTABLE INDIVIDUALLY
Avoiloble in 50, 60 cy oil voltages, AC. UL
approved motor, cord One Yeor Guarantee.

#110

SECOND BY SECOND 12 and
24 Hour READ OUT DIGITAL CLOCK

Complete Line of Count -Up and
Count -Down Digital Computers

CATALOG ON REQUEST

PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO.
TYMETER ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF LCA CORPORATION
7 249 FRANKSIOWN AVE PITTSBURGH PA 15 208

. . . for more details circle 12.6 on Reader Service Card

REBUILD
YOUR OWN

PICTURE TUBES?

With the Lakeside Industries precision picture
tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any pic-
ture tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolution-
ized precision equipment of our modern times.
This unit is easy to operate and requires only
4 x 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube is
$6.60. Your cost to rebuild a black and white
tube is $1.85.
Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per
day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00
each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.
Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.
Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.

For further information, please send your name
and address to Lakeside Industries, 3520 West
Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647. Phone: (312)342.
3399.

P.S. No salesman will call.

READERS
SERVICE
INDEX
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American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 38
101 Antennacraft 61

102 B&K Div., Dynascan Corp. 31

103 Book Club -Tab Books 34-37
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106 Cornell Electronics Co. 66
107 Delta-Benco Ltd. 25
108 Delta Products, Inc. 56
109 Delta Products, Inc. 57
110 Dictaphone 64
111 E-V/Game, Inc. 28
112 Finney Company, The 58
113 John Fluke Mfg. Co. 64
114 Fordham Radio Supply Co., Inc. 68
115 Ford Marketing Corp. -Ford Div. 53

General Electric Company
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GTE Sylvania, Electronic
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116 Heath Company, The 67
117 Jensen Tools & Alloys 68
118 Jerrold Electronics Corp. 21
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121 leader Instruments Corp. 26
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130 RMS Electronics, Inc. 66
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134 Triplett Corporation 3rd Cover
135 Tuner Service Corporation 19

139 Wahl Clipper Corp. 54
136 Weltron Co., Inc. 57
137 Workman Electronics Products 60
138 Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co. 68

NEW PRODUCTS

700 Circuit Tester 32
701 TV Alignment Instrument 32
702 Ferrograph Recorder Test Set 32
703 Antenna 56
704 Photo -Electric Alarm 56
705 Coaxial Cable 56
706 Tuner Cleaning Tab 56
707 RF Coils and Chokes 57
708 Color -Coded Corrugated Bins 57
709 Antenna Display 57
710 Adjusta-Spray 58
711 Transistor Curve Generator 58
712 Field Strength Meter .58
713 Semiconductor Checker 59
714 Hook -Up Wire 59
715 TV Hardware Display 60
716 Two -Way Radio 60
717 Car Stereo Cassette Player 60
718 Recorder/Player Maintenance Kit 61

719 8 -Track Cleaner and Tune -Up 61

720 SSB Marine Transceiver 62
721 Stereo Headphone Set 62

TEST INSTRUMENT

900 Dana's Model 3300 Digital Multimeter 52

DISCOUNT
PRICES

EQUIPAINF
TEST

iiiir3

Test Equipment
Manufacturers

Catalog

FORDHAM
... 265 E.
.Z..41) Tel: 1212)

NC CD 1=1
of Other

also Available

& Prices on Request

Radio Supply
Company, Inc.

149 Street, Bronx, N Y
585 0330 nen

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Inc
1307W. Fond du Lac Ave

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53205 TUTS MOO No 5 566.50

. . - for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATA ac?,..
GO PAGES FILLED WITH 350 URGLAR
AND FIRE ALARM PRODUCTS FOR f)INSTALLERS AND ELECTRONIC ..,TECHNICIANS. INCLUDES RADAR, ...L.H.INFRARED, CONTROLS, HARD -TO- -.........

FIND PARTS, AND li PAGES OFAPPLICATION NOTES.
E maq

7- mountain west alarm c -
W 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016

. . . for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG TOOLS-----
HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists more than 1700 items -pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

AJENSE IV TOOLS
4117 N. 44th Street, Phoenix. Ariz. 850111

. . . for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.

Please enclose a complete address label

from one of your recent issues.

. . for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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ET/D's ACTION CARDS
FILL IN THE CARD (PRINT CLEARLY PLEASE)

DROP IT IN THE MAIL. NO POSTAGE NEEDED.

THE IDEAL

SELF-CONTAINED

SECURITY SYSTEM
FOR APARTMENTS,
STORES OR PRO-
FESSIONAL OFFICES.

EICO-The Company that started the
'Do -it -Yourself' Trend /

In Home Security (EICOL
'83 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 (212) 272-1100

EICO SS200 TIME DELAY BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM ONLY $74.95
 Complete ready -to -install.

Time De ay" eliminates need for on/off entrance Key Switch.
 Extra Bonus-EICO A-95 Security Handbook.
The ideal r, .3ntained close : . system for apart-
ments. stores. professional of f.c e:; Toe ',stem is activated only
only after ycu leave your apartment and close the exit door There
is no need to rush out for fear the alarm will ring betona you can
get out. There is also a 20 second "TIME DELAY" allowing you
sufficient lime to shut the alarm oft upon entering. -TIME DELAY"
features eliminates the need lo drill holes in apartment doors for
shunt locks Opening any protected door or window, cutting of the
alarm wires or tampering %NO the cabinet will cause the alarm
to sound

NAME

CO NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Check Below for Information
1] Security Catalog

Full Line EICO Catalog

ZIP

EICO SS -200 System includes: Tamperproof. steel cabinet with 8" bell:
' -es. switch lock with 2 keys. 3 window con-

-tact (0 C interior ON/OFF switch. panic/
Ld!!.'i !.._! .,!!. '' rri,np decals. 100' hook-up wire. security hand-
book oppfato,, nn ,tandard 12 volt lantern battery (not supplied)

INTRODUCING THE

EICO TR-410

SOLID STATE

TRIGGERED SWEEP

OSCILLOSCOPE

$379.95 FACTORY ASSEMBLED
COMPLETE WITH PROBE

SEND FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

ON THE EICO TR-410 SOLID STATE

TRIGGERED SWEEP 10 MHZ SCOPE
100°0 SOLID STATE CIRCUIT DESIGN  DC TO 10MHz BAND-

WIDTH DC COUPLED VERTICAL AMPLIFIERS TRIGGERED

HORIZONTAL SWEEP  QUICK CONNECT BNC CONNECTOR FOR
VERTICAL INPUT FRONT PANEL VERTICAL & 10RIZENTAL
DC BALANCE CONTROLS VECTORSCOPE INPUT FOR COLOR
TV SERVICING EDGE LIT CALIBRATED SCALE INTENSITY
MODULATION INPUT SWEEP SIGNAL GATE INPUT FLAT
FACED CRT

NAME

CO. NAME

ADDRESS

CITY__

STATE ZIP

INCLUDES ROTARY FR3BE WHICH
ENABLES YOU TO CCNJERT QUICKLY
FROM DIRECT TO 10:1 LOW
CAPACITY OPERATION

ONE

FOR THE

MONEY

kitemotional
International Electronics Sales Corp
div of InternationaiComponentsCorp

A complete range of popular service
types...means more profit to you.
 Discount. -'i1 to pios..iity you volt) .1
higher profit margin

 Proven quality for better customer
sattslactior International
 A complete range of service types SERVICEMASTER
for radio. TV. foreign and
industrial electroniCS

Name

Company

Address

City

Title

State Zip
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ET/D's ACTION CARDS
FILL IN THE CARD (PRINT CLEARLY PLEASE),

DROP IT IN THE MAIL. NO POSTAGE NEEDED.

I-

Save

two dollars
VHF -UHF -FM

overhaul
tuner

With six locations strategically located throughout the United States

2..1 ELECTRONICS INC (Precision Tuner Service) OFFERS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY TO ALL OUR

CUSTOMERS. GIVE US A TRY AND YOU WILL SEE -HE DIFIRENCE.

 INTERMITTING CHECK  FINE TUNING CHECK-ALL CHANNELS
 RF-OSC-IF ALIGNED WITH X-TAL CCNTROLLED EQUIPMENT
 AGC-AFT-AFC CHECK  GUARANTE:D COLOR ALIGNMENT

 ACTUAL AIR TEST-QUALITY CONTROL

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: Package very well and sent defectwe tuner only (no brackets or Knoos, please),
include all broken parts with model number and complaint. lesure and send to Service Center nearest you.

'TS ELECTRONiCf. INC
llos 272

ponuniton. Ine 47401
Tel 812. 424-9331

777 ELECTRONICS. INC
I,, 41354

Sacramento. Call 95641
Tel 916, 462.6220

715 ELECTRONICS. INC
110. 7332

lonthete, Tee 75601
let 214, 7514334

715 EL/C7RONICS. INC
4.. 6U1

lacIneomme, 714 32205
Tel 'U. 389 9952

775 ElleCoT.11.111;45. INC

",re190413,1.3.4.2717
0

715 ELECTRONICS. INC
60. 4245

Denver. Cole 110204
lel 303. 24.2416

0 INTRODUCTORY OFFER: With this coupon get your tuner serviced for $7.95 VHF -UHF -FM or $14.95 UV -

Comb. Save two dollars! Sorry, new customers only!

71 SEND MORE INFORMATION I; SEND FREE SHIPPING LABELS AND JOB TICKETS

NAME
TITLE

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

10
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;A

Now, Scores of 1972

Troubleshooting

Techniques Bring You

Faster, Easier Repairs

Increased Earnings

TELEVISION THEORY AND SERVICING - Color and Black/White

by Clyde N. Herrick
Now, the latest, most up-to-date servicing and testing techniques in one handy guide for

giving fast, accurate customer service! Here's all the latest on testing and servicing the bipolar

and FET transistor, IC's. silicon controlled rectifiers, and more. You'll have all you need to

know about voltage, current and resistance measuring devices, semiconductor test instru-

ments, and other test equipment --all illustrated for the kind of fast reference that lets you
troubleshoot your way to bigger profits and customers who come back again and again!

Whether it's color or black/white, this guide shows you how to solve vertical and horizontal
synchronization problems more efficiently.. cut to the core of a video amplifier malfunction
faster, troubleshoot the receiver section with new accuracy, and much, much more!

Pub. June 1972 468 pp. 293 illus. 61/2 x 91/2" $12.00

Fill out and mail this card for a FREE 15 -day examination copy

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP

Save! If payment accompanies order, publisher pays all postage and handling charges. Same

return privilege, refund guaranteed.
Dept. I (R8325-41 D-FTDE-WG(3)

Like to
replace

your own
tuner parts?

LIKE TO REPLACE YOUR OWN TUNER PARTS?

here is the long awaited-long needed-exclusive

FiEcIRC,Nik

NOW OFFERS SAME DAY DELIVERY ON OUR COMPETE LINE OF TUNER REPLACEMENT PARTS

CATALOG

 60 PAGES OF TOP INFORMATION
 BLOW-UPS OF ALL TUNERS
 LARGEST EXACT TUNER REPLACEMENT

GUIDE AVAILABLE IN THE INDUSTRY!

Please send me a catalog-I understanc
the cost is One dollar-Fefundable with
first minimum order.

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS.,

CITY

dr.

TITLE

_STATE ZIP

im.riurt & Writ It IV MANUALS
-,Complete service data for popular brand -name monochrome

receivers. Each

BLACK & WHITE TV MANUALS
D Admiral  Japanese
Ej General Electric Magnavox

CI MotorolaPhilco RCA
Sylvania

Zenith
-4...TV manual contains full-size schematic

diagrams for each model year, plus waveforms, chassis
H .7:1 layout diagrams, alignment instructions, field modifica-

tions, trouble case histories, and detailed descriptions of
unusual circuits Each volume contains either 160 or 176

Name

Company
81/2 x 11" pages PLUS a 36 -page foldout section with full-
size schematic diagrams. Many contain complete Parts Lists. Address

Each is priced at $4.95 paper, $7.95 leatherette cover!

EACH MANUAL CONTAINS EVERYTHING YOU NEED I

City _ State Zip _

TO SERVICE ALL MODELS OF THE BRAND COVE!'" Pa. residents add 6% tax; Foreign add 10%. ETM-102
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REMOTE CONTROL DEVICES CORP.

7818 Maplewood Ind. Ct.

St. Louis, Mo. 63143

First Class
Permit No. 9796

St. Louis
Missouri
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TAB BOOKS
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FIRST CLASS
PERMIT NO. 9

BLUE RIDGE SUMMIT,
PENNSYLVANIA
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1111KF11X 00

1.1,101111 MS
& SOLUTIONS

PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION CARD
GET A FREE BONUS WITH YOUR PERSONAL
SUBSCRIPTION TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER!

3 Years $13 2 'fears $10 1 Year $6*

 Payment Enclosed  Bill Me
 BONUS: With a 2 or 3 year subscription, you receive both TEKFKX 110 and the
COLOR TV GUIDEBOOK free! If you are subscribing for 1 year, please indicate
your choice of either: TEKFAX 110 1 COLOR TV GUIDEBOOK

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:
1. In the TV, Radio and other consumer products fields, is your firm
PRIMARILY a: (please check mos: descriptive item) 2. Title (please check one)

'; Retailer with service department a Industrial electronics 'Jr Owner, manager, buyer,
Service repair firm with service firm other executive
some retail  Manufacturer  Service manager

 Service/repair firm with no retail  Other (please describe)  Service repairman or other employee

NAME

FIRM

CITY

STREET

TITLE

STATE ZIP

If you are renewing your subscription, check here and attach your address label. If you renew
your subscription for 2 to 3 years, you are still eligible to receive your free bonus.
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If you need
more accuracy
and resolution

than a
21/2 -digit

V -O -M, but
don't want to
pay the price

of 31/2 -digits ...

Buy Triplett's
new 6028

Its exclusive 23/4 digit readout

lets you read to the nearest "0"

or -5- one decimal place be-

yond the capability of 2'/2 digit

instruments. And at accuracies

of ± 0.35% of reading -=

digit on DC voltage (-± 0.50%

of reading -± V2 digit, DC cur-

rent), AC voltage ± 0.50% (cur-

rent 1.0%) of reading ± 1/2

digit, and resistance to -= 0.5°/a

of reading ± 1/2 digit. It also

offers (among its 27 ranges) a 10

INTRIPLETT MODEL 6028 DI GI T AL
V -0-1V1

le

ZERO

1000

100

10

100
mV

100uA"\

ImA-
10mA

OF F

10K

1K

100

X 10
LP

100mA IA
CURRENT

Iq

e
COM

e
1. 2:4 DIGITS- Provides high accuracy with resolution to 500
Microvolts.
2. 10 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS - 7 Ohms rang's with zero adjust
to nu I lead resistance.
3. LCW CIRCUIT LOADING - Greater measurement accuracy with
10 msgohm input resistance for all AC and DC vcltage ranges.

Ohm range and a front -panel

zero adjJs- to zero out the test -

lead resistance. Add to those

advantages 100°/a overrange

capability, positive out -of -range

and reverse polarity indication,

and the familiar single range -

switch feature of Triplett's

famous analog V -O -M'S . . so

that no retraining is necessary to

switch to digital accuracy and

readability ...and you have just

a few of the many reasons for

Model

6028
$ 275

buying Triplett's new Model
6028 D:gital V -O -M.

Designed for R&D, produ:tion,

quality control, maintenance

and classroom use, the

6028 is priced at $275. See it at

your local Triplett distributor or,

for more information or for a
free demonstration of all of its

great features, call him or your

Triplett representative. Tr plett

Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio
45817.

enrTRIPLETT
The World s most complete line of
choose the one that's just right for you

for more drail; circle 134 on Reader Service Card



The Solid -State System

It all works together to help you
meet today's tough demands of sol-
id-state servicing. See your RCA
Distributor now and put SK, The
RCA Solid -State Replacement Sys-
tem, to work in your business.
You'll see why you can't beat it for
better servicing and profits. It's the
system built from your point of
view.

RCA/Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

ncn
Electronic
Components

.for better servicing

Quality Product

 Top -of -the -line pre-
mium devices

 Meet or exceed specs
for professional
servicing

 146 RCA SKs replace
over 50,000 devices

Solid -State
Hardware

 10 sockets for tran-
sistors and ICs

 15 heat sinks from
TO -18 to TO -3
package styles

RCA
Information Support

 Replacement Guide (SPG-202M) cross-references over
50,000 domestic and foreign devices and supplies
specific application information to assure correct re-
placement

 SK Quick Selection Wall Chart (1L1367A) ... saves
you time making the right choice

 Three slide-film/cassette tape presentations on Transis-
tor Servicing cover Basic Techniques for Transistor
Checking (1 L1337), Identifying The Defective Stage
(1L1377), Identifying & Replacing The Defective
Component (1 L1378), plus the Transistor Servicing
Booklet (1L1379). Available through your RCA
Distributor


